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Abstract: We study asymptotic laws of random walks on Zd (d ě 1) in deterministic
reversible environments defined by an assignment of a positive and finite conductance
to each edge of Zd. The walk jumps across an edge with probability proportional to its
conductance. We identify a deterministic set of conductance configurations for which an
Invariance Principle (i.e., convergence in law to Brownian motion under diffusive scaling
of space and time) provably holds. This set is closed under translations and zero-density
perturbations and carries all ergodic conductance laws subject to certain moment condi-
tions. The proofs are based on martingale approximations whose control relies on the
conversion of averages in time and physical space under the deterministic environment
to those in a suitable stochastic counterpart. Our study sets up a framework for proofs of
“deterministic homogenization” in other motions in disordered media.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

1.1 Main question and outlook.

Let d ě 1 be an integer and let EpZdq denote the set of ordered nearest-neighbor pairs
(a.k.a. edges) of Zd. Assume that each edge e P EpZdq is assigned a positive quantity
called the conductance of e, which is symmetric upon reversal of the orientation of the
edge. We wish to study the asymptotic distribution of random walks on Zd that jump
only between nearest-neighbor vertices and that so with probability proportional to the
conductance of the traversed edge. Our objective is to find general criteria that provably
guarantee a diffusive scaling limit of the walk.

Let Ω denote the set of admissible conductance configurations. Writing ω for a generic
element of Ω, the said random walk is technically a discrete-time Markov chain with
state space Zd and transition probability Pω defined by

Pωpx, yq :“
cωpx, yq
πωpxq

for πωpxq :“
ÿ

z : px,zqPEpZdq

cωpx, zq, (1.1)

where cωpeq, representing the conductance of e in ω, is the projection of ω on the coordi-
nate indexed by e. The edge-reversal symmetry of the conductances,

@px, yq P EpZdq : cωpx, yq “ cωpy, xq, (1.2)

is then equivalent to πω being a reversible measure. We will use X to denote a sample
path of the random walk and write Px

ω for the law of X subject to Px
ωpX0 “ xq “ 1.
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Write Cpr0,8q, Rdq for the set of continuous functions r0,8q Ñ Rd endowed with the
topology of locally uniform convergence and thus the Borel σ-algebra BpCpr0,8q, Rdqq

of measurable sets. The above “diffusive scaling limit” is then formalized as follows:

Definition 1.1 (Individual Invariance Principle) Given ω P Ω and a sample X from P0
ω,

for each natural n ě 1 and real t ě 0 set

Bpnqt :“
1
?

n

´

Xttnu ` ptn´ ttnuqpXttnu`1 ´ Xttnuq

¯

. (1.3)

An Individual Invariance Principle (IIP) is then said to hold for ω if there exists a non-
degenerate d-dimensional covariance matrix Σ such that, as n Ñ 8, the law of the pro-
cess t ÞÑ Bpnqt induced by P0

ω on pCpr0,8q, Rdq,BpCpr0,8q, Rdqqq tends to that of the
Brownian motion t ÞÑ Bt with EBt “ 0 and CovpBtq “ tΣ for all t ě 0.

The definition is motivated by the celebrated Donsker’s Invariance Principle (Don-
sker [35]) which yields an IIP whenever e ÞÑ cωpeq is a positive constant. The adjective
“Individual” has been added to draw contrast with similar, but technically distinct, no-
tions of Invariance Principle in this subject area; see Section 2.1.

Our main question is thus: For what non-constant assignments e ÞÑ cωpeq does an IIP
provably hold? This has been studied in great detail in the past using, for the most part,
the framework of stochastic homogenization: The conductance configuration is drawn
at random from a law that is invariant and ergodic under translates of Zd. Our aim here
is to depart from, and go beyond, the stochastic homogenization approach and work
solely with deterministic environments.

Somewhat to our surprise we find out that, modulo certain restrictions on the con-
ductances that are too large or too small, all that is needed for an IIP to hold is that ω
obeys the conclusion of the Spatial Ergodic Theorem — namely, that block averages of
translates of every continuous local function converge and the limit can be expressed
as expectation with respect to an ergodic measure. As a consequence, our approach
subsumes most of the known proofs of an IIP in stochastic setting.

We still rely on martingale approximations and the corrector method so, naturally, our
proofs do run parallel to the stochastic approach. However, since we do not start from
a probability space, all the needed averaging has to be derived from spatial averages.
This forces us to find ways around certain approximations whose control is soft in the
stochastic setting but hard for individual environments.

A take-away message of our work is that, while stochastic homogenization has been
extremely useful for the development of the theory of random motions in disordered
media, it may in fact be redundant. We believe that our “deterministic homogenization”
take on the problem is worthy of developing in other models and contexts. An annotated
list of some of these is given at the end of the paper.

1.2 The main result.

The statement of our results begins by developing a framework for “deterministic ho-
mogenization” that underlies all derivations in this work. Recall that, in stochastic
homogenization, we start with a law P on the space of admissible conductances and
sample conductance configurations from it. In our approach we instead start with an
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individual conductance configuration ω and, imposing suitable mixing assumptions,
associate with it a law Pω that makes the Spatial Ergodic Theorem true for ω.

Recall that
Ω :“

 

ω P p0,8qEpZ
dq : (1.2) holds

(

(1.4)

denotes the set of admissible conductance configurations. We endow Ω with the product
Euclidean topology and write CpΩq for the set of continuous functions Ω Ñ R. We
write ClocpΩq for the subset of local functions; i.e., those f P CpΩq for which there is a
finite B Ď EpZdq such that f depends only on ω restricted to B and, if regarded as a
function on p0,8qB, has compact support. For each r ě 0, let

Λr :“ r´r, rsd XZd. (1.5)

The aforementioned mixing assumption then comes in:

Definition 1.2 We say that ω P Ω is averaging if the limit

`ωp f q :“ lim
nÑ8

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

f ˝ τxpωq (1.6)

exists for each f P ClocpΩq.

Alternative definitions may be considered that yield a similar (or even the same) no-
tion. For instance, we could change the class of generating f ’s — by requiring (1.6) for
all bounded f P CpΩq or restricting it to just indicators of “finite patterns” — or work
with other sequences of domains. The above satisfies our needs and, at the same time,
does not formally rule out issues potentially associated with this concept.

For each averaging ω, the map f ÞÑ `ωp f q is a continuous positive linear functional
on ClocpΩq and so one is naturally tempted to realize `ωp f q as an integral of f against a
finite measure. This is possible but getting a non-zero measure requires that we curb the
growth and decay of the conductances. Let EpΛq denote the set of edges incident with
at least one vertex in Λ Ď Zd. We then have:

Proposition 1.3 Write CbpΩq for the set of bounded f P CpΩq and let F be the product
σ-algebra on Ω. Define the set of tempered conductance configurations by

Ω1 :“
"

ω P Ω : lim
εÓ0

lim sup
nÑ8

1
nd

ÿ

ePEpΛnq

1Rrrε,1{εspcωpeqq “ 0
*

. (1.7)

Then for each averaging ω P Ω1, the limit (1.6) exists for all f P CbpΩq and there exists a unique
probability measure Pω on pΩ,Fq such that

@ f P CbpΩq : EPωp f q “ `ωp f q. (1.8)

Moreover, Pω is translation invariant, i.e., @x P Zd : Pω ˝ τ´1
x “ Pω.

Unfortunately, the existence of the limits (1.6) is not sufficient for our needs because,
vaguely speaking, it does not imply that samples from Pω look locally like those from ω.
This is fixed by imposing the following restriction:
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Definition 1.4 An averaging ω P Ω1 is said to be ergodic if the associated measure Pω

is ergodic with respect to the translations of Zd, i.e., PωpAq P t0, 1u holds for each A P F
satisfying τ´1

x pAq “ A for all x P Zd.

To check that this is not a superfluous concept, assume d “ 1 and let cωpx, x` 1q :“ 1 if
|x| P rn3{2, pn` 1q3{2q for n P N even and let cωpx, x` 1q :“ 2 otherwise. Then Pω exists
but is a mixture of point-masses on all-one’s and all-two’s, and so is not ergodic.

With the important notions in place, we are ready to state our main result:

Theorem 1.5 The set

Ω‹ :“
 

ω P Ω1 : averaging and ergodic
(

(1.9)

is F -measurable, translation invariant and obeys νpΩ‹q “ 1 for each translation-invariant,
ergodic probability measure ν on pΩ,Fq. In addition, denoting

Ωp,q :“
"

ω P Ω : sup
ně1

1
nd

ÿ

ePEpΛnq

cωpeqp ă 8 ^ sup
ně1

1
nd

ÿ

ePEpΛnq

cωpeq´q ă 8

*

, (1.10)

an IIP holds for all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q with p, q P p1,8q such that

1
p
`

1
q
ă

2
d

if d ě 2. (1.11)

The limiting covariance Σ obeys, and is determined by,

a ¨ Σa “
1

EPω πp0q
inf

ϕPClocpΩq
EPω

˜

ÿ

xPZd

p0,xqPEpZdq

cp0, xq|a ¨ x` ϕ ˝ τx ´ ϕ|2

¸

, (1.12)

for all a P Rd.

The upshot of Theorem 1.5 is that, barring configurations that grow or decay too
densely too quickly, being averaging and ergodic is sufficient for an IIP to hold. In
particular, our result gives an IIP for a.e.-sample from any translation-invariant ergodic
measure ν on Ω for which

cpeq P Lppνq and cpeq´1 P Lqpνq, e P EpZdq, (1.13)

for some p, q ą 1 satisfying (1.11). This reproduces the conclusion of Andres, Deuschel
and Slowik [6] albeit comes short of that in Bella and Schäffner [14] in d ě 3; see Sec-
tion 2.1 for further details.

The set Ω‹ of course contains many configurations that are not samples from any
ergodic conductance law. This is because any perturbation of a configuration in Ω‹

on a zero-density subset of EpZdq still lies in Ω‹. For instance, if ω is a zero-density
perturbation of an n-periodic configuration ω1, then writing Λ1n :“ r0, nqd XZd,

Pω “ n´d
ÿ

xPΛ1n

δτxpω1q (1.14)

which is translation invariant and ergodic. The stochastic homogenization approach
under the law Pω gives us an IIP for every translate for ω1, but since Pωptωuq “ 0, it has
nothing to say about ω itself.
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A similar situation occurs for aperiodic configurations whose explicit examples in Ω‹

can be produced by, e.g., iterating local dynamical rules (such as irrational rotations of
the unit circle) or imposing local constraints (as in constructions of aperiodic tilings). To
give a concrete example, write ê1, . . . , êd for the coordinate vectors in Zd, pick α1, . . . , αd P

p0, 1qr Q and define ω by imposing

cω

`

x` kêi, x` pk` 1qêi
˘

:“ 1` 1ttαiku evenu, k P Z, (1.15)

for each i “ 1, . . . , d and and each x P Zd with x ¨ êi “ 0. Then ω P Ω‹ and the re-
sulting Pω is supported on the closure of tτxpωq : x P Zdu in Ω, which has cardinality
of the continuum. The stochastic homogenization approach yields an IIP for Pω-a.e.
sample of the conductances but, since Pω does not charge singletons, it has nothing to
say about the environment ω nor its translates. Our “deterministic homogenization”
approach gives an IIP for ω and, in fact, any zero-density perturbation of any element in
the closure of tτxpωq : x P Zdu in Ω.

2. CONNECTIONS AND PROOF IDEAS

Having stated the results, we now discuss the broader context of this work and give
relevant references. Then we will outline the main steps of the proof while highlighting
the key differences to the stochastic homogenization approach.

2.1 The context and references.

As noted earlier, the stochastic homogenization approach to conductance models is gen-
erally based on the assumption that ω is drawn from a stationary and ergodic law P

on pΩ,Fq. The results along these lines naturally split into roughly three parts.

(1) Annealed Invariance Principle : An early approach based on stochastic homoge-
nization was due to Kipnis and Varadhan [42], drawing on earlier contributions of Ko-
zlov [43–45], Papanicolau and Varadhan [59] and Künnerman [48]. Assuming the mo-
ment conditions

cpeq, cpeq´1 P L1pPq. (2.1)
they gave a proof of weak convergence of Bpnq from (1.3) to Brownian motion under the
so called annealed, or averaged, law on Ωˆ pZdqN defined by

PpEˆ Fq :“
1

Eπp0q

ż

E
P0

ωpFqπωp0qPpdωq. (2.2)

The conclusion is then referred to as the Annealed Invariance Principle (AIP).
The homogenization theory enters the argument through the so called corrector, which

is a random function χ : ΩˆZd Ñ Rd such that ψpω, xq :“ x` χpω, xq is Pω-harmonic
at all x P Zd and P-a.e. ω. The harmonicity is useful as it implies that n ÞÑ ψpω, Xnq is a
martingale under P0

ω. Since the construction of ψ also gives

E
´

cpx, yq
ˇ

ˇψp¨, yq ´ ψp¨, xq
ˇ

ˇ

2
¯

ă 8, px, yq P EpZdq, (2.3)

and shows that it satisfies the cocycle condition

ψp¨, x` zq ´ ψp¨, xq “ ψ
`

τxp¨q, z
˘

, P-a.s. (2.4)
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one can employ the so called “point of view of the particle” to verify the conditions of
the Martingale Functional Central Limit Theorem of Brown [27] and get convergence
of the process t ÞÑ n´1{2ψpω, Xttnuq to Brownian motion with covariance given by the
formula of the kind (1.12).

In order to extract the corresponding statement for the random walk n ÞÑ Xn from
this, we need that the corrector is subdiffusive along the path of the walk, i.e.,

max
1ďkďn

χpω, Xkq
?

n
P
ÝÑ
nÑ8

0. (2.5)

The annealed law enters here because the proof of this is based on reversibility of the
Markov chain on environments n ÞÑ τXnpωq under the law where X is sample from P0

ω

for ω sampled from

Qpdωq :“
πωp0q
Eπp0q

Ppdωq. (2.6)

(This chain on Ω is what defines the term “point of view of the particle.”) The conclusion
(2.5) gives us actually a bit more than just AIP; indeed, we get that for any bounded
continuous function F : Cpr0,8q, Rdq Ñ R,

E0
ω

`

FpBpnq
˘ Q
ÝÑ
nÑ8

E
`

FpBq
˘

. (2.7)

This is sometimes called “Invariance Principle in probability.”

(2) Quenched Invariance Principle : While the Invariance Principle in probability suffices
when averaging is taken with respect to the starting point (as often happens in applica-
tions) it has little to say about an IIP for individual samples from P and the walk started
from a fixed point. Attempts to remedy this deficiency gave rise to a sequence of works
whose objective is to prove an IIP for P-a.e. ω and X started from the origin, which we
generally refer to as a Quenched Invariance Principle (QIP). These works address progres-
sively more challenging classes of random environments:
(1) uniformly elliptic environments covered by Sidoravicius and Sznitman [61] (with

Quenched CLT settled by Osada [57], Boivin [25], Boivin and Depauw [26]),
(2) random walk on supercritical percolation cluster (Sidoravicius and Sznitman [61],

Berger and Biskup [15], Mathieu and Piatnitski [51]),
(3) i.i.d. nearest-neighbor conductance models subject to the restriction that positive

conductances are in the supercritical percolation regime (Mathieu [50], Biskup and
Prescott [21], Barlow and Deuschel [13], Andres, Barlow, Deuschel and Hambly [3]),

(4) nearest-neighbor conductances subject to moment conditions (1.13) with p, q “ 1
in d “ 1, 2 (Biskup [17]) and for p, q ą 1 such that 1{p` 1{q ă 2{d (Andres, Deuschel
and Slowik [6]) in d ě 3; these were improved to work under

1
p
`

1
q
ă

2
d´ 1

if d ě 3 (2.8)

by Bella and Schäffner [14],
(5) long-range conductance models with the first condition in (1.13) replaced by

ÿ

xPZd

cp0, xq|x|2 P LppPq (2.9)
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and p, q ą 1 such that 1{p` 1{q ă 2{d (Biskup, Chen, Kumagai and Wang [19]).
(6) conductance models in subdomains of Zd (Chen, Croydon and Kumagai [29]) and/or

started from a point that “slides-off” on the diffusive scale (Rhodes [60])

A key additional ingredient of all proofs in this program (except those in d “ 1, 2)
is elliptic regularity, which comes either in the form of heat-kernel estimates, exit time
estimates or iterative techniques such as Moser iteration. The purpose of these is to
upgrade the L1-type control

1
nd

ÿ

xPΛn

ˇ

ˇχpω, xq
ˇ

ˇ

n
ÝÑ
nÑ8

0, P-a.s., (2.10)

which under the second condition in (1.13) with q “ 1 comes for free from the construc-
tion of χ, to an L8-type control,

max
xPΛn

ˇ

ˇχpω, xq
ˇ

ˇ

n
ÝÑ
nÑ8

0, P-a.s. (2.11)

This is then sufficient to extract an IIP for n Ñ Xn from an IIP for n ÞÑ ψpω, Xnq, for
P-a.e. ω. The improved conditions in (4) are basically optimal as, except perhaps for the
boundary values in (2.8), the convergence (2.11) fails in general unless (1.13) and (2.8)
are in force (Biskup, Chen, Kumagai and Wang [19]).

(3) Quantitative homogenization : A separate track of research, running parallel to the
above quest for a sharp QIP over the last decade, focused on quantitative versions of
stochastic homogenization. The main objective here is to derive rates of convergence
in limit results which is apparently more relevant for applications of these methods in
practice. In order to get these rates, one usually needs to assume additional regularity
of the stochastic environment; e.g., that the conductances are i.i.d. or with a good decay
of correlations or satisfy a functional inequality, etc.

In the context of the random walk among random conductances, early results of this
kind have been derived by, e.g., Mourrat [52,53] and Gloria and Mourrat [38]. There is a
large body of literature on quantitative estimates of various relevant quantities such as
the corrector; e.g., Gloria and Otto [37], Duerinckx, Gloria and Otto [36] or a sequence
of papers by Armstrong, Kuusi and Mourrat culminating in their book [10]. Its recent
follow-up by Armstrong and Kuusi [9] pushes this further by deriving quantitative ho-
mogenization results (for diffusions in the continuum) under a unifying mixing condi-
tion called Concentration for Sums. While the derivations in these works are by and
large deterministic, and they meticuously separate the deterministic steps from those
where stochastic input is needed, the conclusions remain inherently stochastic (i.e., valid
for P-a.e. sample of the environment).

2.2 Key obstacles.

The effective outcome of the proofs of IIPs using any of the aforementioned methods is
the assignment ν ÞÑ Ων of a measurable subset of Ω to each ergodic conductance law ν
such that an IIP holds for all ω P Ων. The set Ων is of full ν-measure but is otherwise
inexplicit and its dependence on ν is singular; in fact, Ωµ and Ων are generically disjoint
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when µ and ν are ergodic but not equal. As singletons are ν-null for non-periodic ν,
given an ω P Ω, we have no way to provably claim an IIP for ω unless it is periodic.

There are two good reasons to be unhappy about this situation. One of them is prac-
tical: Disordered systems encountered in applications are not a priori generic samples
from a probability law but rather particular instances that determine their own statis-
tics, very much in spirit of our Definition 1.2. (An engineer will not be interested in the
properties of a typical sample from that statistics but rather in that very system that sits
on the lab desk.) The second reason is conceptual: As witnessed throughout the proofs
of the QIPs, most of the arguments are deterministic with stochastic tools being called
upon only when deterministic arguments run out of steam. It is thus quite reasonable to
ask whether a fully deterministic proof is possible.

Fortunately, as an inspection of above proofs reveals, the need for stochastic setting
(and lack of explicitness of the set Ων above) arises from basically just two sources: first,
the use of the Spatial Ergodic Theorem for space and time averages and, second, from
the reliance on L2-limits in the definition and control of the corrector. Both of these
inherently produce an exceptional set which is null but otherwise impossible to control.
All we need to do is to find a way to bypass these two steps.

2.3 Proof outline.

We proceed by giving a “reader’s digest” version of our proofs. Our guiding principle is
easy to state: The random walk by itself contains enough randomness, and thus ability
to induce averaging, to make stochasticity of the conductance configuration redundant.
A formal statement of this comes in Theorem 4.1 which asserts that averaging does take
place at large temporal scales for observables from the “point of view of the particle.”
Explicitly, for each ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q (with p, q as in Theorem 1.5),

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

f ˝ τXkpωq ÝÑnÑ8
EQω

p f q, in L1pP0
ωq (2.12)

holds for any f P CbpΩqwith Qω being related to Pω as Q in (2.6) is related to P.
In stochastic setting, the limit (2.12) holds P-a.s. thanks to Wiener’s Ergodic Theorem

and the fact that Q is stationary ergodic for the environment Markov chain n ÞÑ τXnpωq
on Ω. (We also use that P and Q are equivalent.) Since this avenue is not available for us,
we instead prove (2.12) by relying on heat-kernel upper bounds that Andres, Deuschel
and Slowik [7] proved to hold for each ω P Ωp,q; see Proposition 3.3. (This is where the
restriction on p and q comes from.)

The heat-kernel bounds allow us to effectively dominate averages with respect to the
time and position of the walk by block averages in space. Explicitly, for all ω P Ω‹XΩp,q
there exists cpωq P p0,8q such that

lim sup
nÑ8

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

E0
ω

`

f pXkq
˘

ď cpωq lim sup
nÑ8

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

f pxqπωpxq, (2.13)

holds for all f : Zd Ñ r0,8q; see the “Conversion Lemma” (Lemma 3.4). Since expec-
tation with respect to P0

ω is taken on the left, the best we can hope to get from this is
convergence in L1pP0

ωq.
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For f of the form f pxq :“ h ˝ τxpωq for some h P CbpΩq, the limit on the right-hand
side of (2.13) is computed using the fact that ω is averaging,

lim sup
nÑ8

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

h ˝ τxpωqπωpxq “ EPω

`

πp0q
˘

EQω
phq. (2.14)

(Technically, πp0q is not bounded, so we need to strengthen the convergence (1.6) beyond
bounded f ’s.) This is precisely the point where spatial averages turn into stochastic
averages which then enables standard calculations from the stochastic homogenization
approach. Still, as (2.13) is just a bound, to get an actual limit in (4.26) we have to invoke
a martingale approximation. It is this proof where the assumption that ω is ergodic
enters; see the final part of the proof of Theorem 4.1.

With the averaging (2.12) settled, we get our first limit results about the actual random
walk. Indeed, along a very standard argument, the averaging alone implies vanishing
speed (a.k.a. Law of Large Numbers) in all spatial dimensions (see Corollary 4.2). With
the convergence (1.6) extended to unbounded functions, it also yields an IIP in d “ 1.
The latter relies on the convenient fact that the one-dimensional corrector can be con-
structed explicitly and its sublinearity deduced from block averaging for deterministic
conductance configurations alone.

Our proof of an IIP in dimensions d ě 2 parallels known arguments from homoge-
nization theory but the specifics are quite different. We do start along a route familiar
from Kipnis and Varadhan [42]: A martingale approximation is invoked to write

Xn “ X0 `
“

χεpωq ´ χε ˝ τXnpωq
‰

`

„ n´1
ÿ

k“0

εχε ˝ τXkpωq



`Mpεq
n , (2.15)

where Mpεq
n is a martingale and χε is an approximation of the corrector obtained by

solving a “massive” Poisson equation with “mass” ε; see (6.2–6.3). The intuition we
have from stochastic homogenization is that all the terms involving χε are small for ε
small and the martingale thus captures the bulk of the fluctuations of the walk.

This intuition notwithstanding, as we not in a stochastic setting, we cannot employ
the usual argument (based, for instance, on spectral theory in [42]) to take ε Ó 0, which
is what is typically done to eliminate the additive term and replace χεpτxpωqq ´ χεpωq
by χpω, xq; see (6.9). Instead we invoke a martingale approximation one more time, this
time localized in the physical space, to write

n^HΛr
ÿ

k“tδnu

εχε ˝ τXk´1pωq “ θr,εpω, Xtδnu^HΛr
q ´ θr,εpω, Xn^HΛr

q ` ĂMpr,εq
n , (2.16)

where ĂMpr,εq
n is another martingale and HΛr is the first exit time from Λr, for r :“

?
n{δ

with δ ą 0 small. Here θr,εpω, ¨q is a kind of “second-order corrector” being defined as
a solution of a (massless) Poisson equation in Λr with “charge density” x ÞÑ εχε ˝ τxpωq
and Dirichlet boundary conditions outside Λr; see (6.11).

The rewrite (2.16) does kill the pesky additive term in (2.15) as soon as we can control
the exit time HΛr . We are again fortunate to call upon an earlier work [19] that already
supplies most of the analytic estimates. (The needed proofs are given in Section 7.) It
remains to control the objects on the right of (2.16). As it turns out, this reduces to
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homogenization of the Dirichlet energy associated with the “charge density” x ÞÑ εχε ˝

τxpωq in Λr (see Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.5).
The above steps effectively dominate the limiting variance of the χε-dependent terms

in (2.15) by the inner product

@

εχε, p´Lq´1εχε

D

L2pQωq
, (2.17)

where L is the generator of the environment Markov chain; see (4.1). A standard calcu-
lation based on the Spectral Theorem shows that this tends to zero as ε Ó 0; see (6.33).
Controlling variances suffices because the aforementioned exit time estimate also sup-
plies tightness of Bpnq (see Proposition 3.8) and thus reduces an IIP to convergence of
finite dimensional distributions.

Summarizing, while we still use ideas and tools from stochastic homogenization, the
stochastic setting is not present from the outset but rather arises naturally inside proofs.
We do not attempt to define the actual corrector for individual conductance configura-
tions in d ě 2 as we think that it is unlikely to exist and/or be regular for a sufficiently
large subset of Ω. This is related to the fact that the need to evaluate functions at spe-
cific conductance configurations forces us to base our proofs on uniform convergence of
bounded continuous functions rather than L2-convergence. The L2-calculus typical for
stochastic homogenization is still used, but only after the averages in the physical space
have been converted to their stochastic counterpart.

2.4 Outline.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 gives a number of prelim-
inary results that are useful throughout the rest of the proofs. Section 4 proves averaging
at large temporal scales for functions of the environment translated by the random walk.
Section 5 is in turn devoted to homogenization of finite-volume Dirichlet energies. The
proof of the main theorem is completed in Section 6. Section 7 contains the proof of
the aforementioned exit time estimate which is largely drawn from [19]. Section 8 gives
conjectures and open problems along with a general discussion of other models where
we think a similar approach could be attempted.

3. PRELIMINARIES

Here we prove preliminary results that set up the stochastic counterpart of the physical
space for averaging and ergodic conductance configurations. We then list facts from
heat-kernel technology that will be needed in our control of space and time averaging of
the walk. The conclusions in this section are largely routine but they will be frequently
called upon in later arguments.

3.1 Stochastic framework.

We start by developing the stochastic-homogenization framework associated with ad-
missible conductance configurations. In particular, we give proofs of Proposition 1.3
and the properties of Ω‹ stated in Theorem 1.5.
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Proof or Proposition 1.3. The proof is quite simple if we limit ourselves to uniformly ellip-
tic conductances. Indeed, this amounts to replacing Ω by ΩX ra, bsEpZ

dq (for some a, b P
p0,8q with a ă b) which is compact in the product topology. The set of local functions
is then dense in the set of all continuous functions and the limit (1.6) extends readily to
these. The claim then follows from the Riesz Representation Theorem.

Dealing with non-elliptic cases requires a number of additional steps. Recall that CpΩq
is the space of continuous functions Ω Ñ R and CbpΩq, resp., ClocpΩq denote its subsets
of bounded, resp., local functions. Note also that, despite our reliance on the product
topology, ClocpΩq is not dense in CpΩq or CbpΩq, nor do (non-zero) functions in ClocpΩq
have compact support in Ω. We will thus apply the Riesz Representation Theorem only
to finite-dimensional projections and boost the conclusion to the whole space using the
Kolmogorov Extension Theorem.

Pick ω P Ω1 averaging. Given a non-empty finite symmetric set B Ď EpZdq, let ΩB :“
tω P p0,8qB : (1.2) holds in Bu and let ΠB : Ω Ñ ΩB be the projection on the coordinates
in B. Write CpΩBq be the set of continuous functions ΩB Ñ R and denote

C0pΩBq :“
!

f P CpΩBq :
`

@ε ą 0 : t| f | ě εu compact in ΩB
˘

)

(3.1)

and
CcpΩBq :“

!

f P CpΩBq : closure of t| f | ą 0u compact in ΩB

)

. (3.2)

Observe that then
 

f ˝ΠB : f P CcpΩBq
(

Ď ClocpΩq. (3.3)

As ω P Ω is averaging, (1.6) applies to f ˝ΠB for all f P CcpΩBq and, using that CcpΩBq

is dense in C0pΩBq, to all f P C0pΩBq as well.
The map f ÞÑ `ωp f ˝ΠBq is a continuous positive linear functional on C0pΩBq, which

is the space of continuous functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space that vanish
at infinity. By the Riesz Representation Theorem, there exists a finite Borel measure µB
on ΩB such that

@ f P C0pΩBq : `ωp f ˝ΠBq “

ż

ΩB

f dµB. (3.4)

In light of |`ωp f q| ď sup | f |we have µBpΩBq ď 1.
Given ε P p0, 1{2q, pick gε P C0pΩBq with 0 ď gε ď 1 and such that gε “ 1 on

Ş

ePBt2ε ď cpeq ď 1{εu and gε “ 0 on Ω r
Ş

ePBtε ď cpeq ď 2{εu. Then

0 ď 1´ gε ˝ΠB ď
ÿ

ePB

1Rrrε,2{εspcpeqq. (3.5)

Pick k ě 1 such that B Ď EpΛkq. Then

0 ď 1´ `ωpgε ˝ΠBq ď |B| lim sup
nÑ8

1
|Λn|

ÿ

ePEpΛn`kq

1Rrrε,2{εspcωpeqq (3.6)

with the right-hand side vanishing as ε Ó 0 in light of ω P Ω1. The Bounded Convergence
Theorem applied to (3.4) with f :“ gε then gives µBpΩBq “ 1.

Let tBn : n ě 1u be increasing symmetric sets with
Ť

ně1 Bn “ EpZdq. Since (3.4) shows
that the measures tµBn : n ě 1u form a consistent family, the Kolmogorov Extension
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Theorem gives a unique probability measure Pω on pΩ,Fq such that

@ f P ClocpΩq : `ωp f q “ EPωp f q, (3.7)

where the restriction to local functions permits us to identify f with f 1 ˝ΠB, for a suit-
able B and f 1 P CcpΩBq, and then apply (3.4).

In order to extend (3.7) to all bounded continuous functions, let f P CbpΩq and pick
ε ą 0. By continuity of f in the product topology, there exists a finite B Ď EpZdq and a
bounded f 1 P CpΩBq such that sup | f ´ f 1 ˝ΠB| ă ε and sup | f 1| ď 2 sup | f |. Set

fε :“ p f 1 ¨ gεq ˝ΠB (3.8)

for gε as in (3.5) and note that fε P ClocpΩq. Using (3.5) we get
ÿ

xPΛn

ˇ

ˇ f ˝ τxpωq ´ fε ˝ τxpωq
ˇ

ˇ ă ε|Λn| ` 2|B|psup | f |q
ÿ

ePEpΛn`kq

1Rrrε,2{εspcωpeqq. (3.9)

Dividing by |Λn|, taking n Ñ 8 followed by ε Ó 0, the fact that `ωp fεq exists for all
ε ą 0 implies that so does `ωp f q and that `ωp fεq Ñ `ωp f q as ε Ó 0. A similar argument
applied on the right of (3.7) gives EPωp fεq Ñ EPωp f q, and so we get (1.8) as desired. The
translation invariance of Pω is then a consequence of `ωp f ˝ τxq “ `ωp f q. �

The argument (3.9) extends the convergence in (1.6) from local functions to all boun-
ded continuous functions using only the “tightness” assumption built into the definition
of Ω1. The reader may wonder whether the convergence applies to a larger class of
functions if a stricter condition is assumed on ω. Here is a criterion in this vain:

Lemma 3.1 Suppose that f P CpΩq is such that, for some h : Ω Ñ r0,8q,

@ω1 P Ω :
ˇ

ˇ f pω1q
ˇ

ˇ ď hpω1q. (3.10)

Then f P L1pPωq and (1.6) holds for all ω P Ω1 such that

sup
ně1

1
nd

ÿ

xPΛn

rh ˝ τxpωqs
α ă 8 (3.11)

for some α ą 1.

Proof. Given f P CpΩq, assume that h : Ω Ñ r0,8q and ω P Ω1 are such that (3.10–3.11)
hold. We will first prove that f P L1pPωq. To this end, given r ą 0, define fr : Ω Ñ R by

frpω
1q :“ max

 

mint f pω1q, ru,´r
(

. (3.12)

Then fr P CbpΩq and so (1.6) applies. The assumption (3.10) combined with Jensen’s
inequality give

EPω

`

| fr|
˘

“ lim
nÑ8

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

| fr| ˝ τxpωq ď lim sup
nÑ8

ˆ

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

rh ˝ τxpωqs
α

˙1{α

. (3.13)

Under (3.11), the left-hand side is bounded uniformly in r ě 1. Taking r Ñ 8, the
Monotone Convergence Theorem gives EPωp| f |q ă 8.

Next note that (3.10) gives
ˇ

ˇ f pω1q ´ frpω
1q
ˇ

ˇ ď hpω1qgrpω
1q with grpω

1q :“
2| f pω1q|

r` | f pω1q|
(3.14)
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for all ω1 P Ω. The Hölder inequality then shows
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

f ˝ τxpωq ´
1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

fr ˝ τxpωq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď

ˆ

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

rh ˝ τxpωqs
α

˙1{αˆ 1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

rgr ˝ τxpωqs
α1
˙1{α1

,

(3.15)

where α1 is the Hölder conjugate of α. Under (3.11), the first term on the right is bounded
uniformly in n ě 1. Noting that gr P CbpΩq, as n Ñ8 the second term tends to

εr :“ rEPωpg
α1

r qs
1{α1 (3.16)

by Proposition 1.3. Since 0 ď gr ď 2 and gr Ñ 0 pointwise as r Ñ 8, the Bounded Con-
vergence Theorem gives εr Ñ 0 as r Ñ 8. Since also fr P CbpΩq, Proposition 1.3 yields
|Λn|

´1 ř
xPΛn

fr ˝ τxpωq Ñ EPωp frq. As r Ñ 8, the latter expectation tends to EPωp f q by
the Dominate Convergence Theorem enabled by f P L1pPωq, | fr| ď | f | and the pointwise
convergence fr Ñ f . This gives the claim. �

Next we will address the properties of the set Ω‹ listed in Theorem 1.5. Recall that F
denotes the product σ-algebra on Ω and that Eµ denotes expectation with respect to
probability measure µ.

Proposition 3.2 The set Ω‹ is measurable (i.e., a member of F ) and translation invariant.
Moreover, νpΩ‹q “ 1 for each shift-invariant, ergodic probability measure ν on pΩ,Fq.

Proof. Abbreviate
Ω2 :“ tω P Ω1 : averagingu. (3.17)

Note that Ω1 is measurable and translation invariant. Approximation arguments show
that ω is averaging if and only if the limit `ωp f q exists for all f in a dense subset of ClocpΩq.
This space is separable and tω P Ω1 : `ωp f q existsu is measurable and translation invari-
ant for each f P ClocpΩq, so Ω2 is measurable and translation invariant as well.

In order to prove that Ω‹ is measurable, fix a countable dense subset S of t f P

ClocpΩq : 0 ď f ď 1u. A translation-invariant measure µ on pΩ,Fq then fails to be er-
godic if and only if there is δ ą 0 and, for each ε ą 0, there is f P S with

δ ă Eµp f q ă 1´ δ but Eµ

`

| f ˝ τx ´ f |
˘

ă ε whenever p0, xq P EpZdq. (3.18)

Let t fkukě1 enumerate S into a sequence. Discretizing δ :“ 2´m and ε :“ 2´n yields

tω P Ω2 : NOT ergodicu “
ď

mě1

č

ně1

ď

kě1

č

x : |x|“1

Ak,m,npxq, (3.19)

where

Ak,m,npxq :“
!

ω P Ω2 : 2´m ă EPωp fkq ă 1´ 2´m ^ EPω | fk ˝ τx ´ fk| ă 2´n
)

. (3.20)

As ω ÞÑ 1Ω2pωqEPωp f q “ 1Ω2pωq`ωp f q is measurable for each f P ClocpΩq, we have
Ak,m,npxq P F . It follows that Ω‹ :“ tω P Ω2 : ergodicu P F as well.

To finish the proof, note that `ωp f ˝ τxq “ `ωp f q gives EPτxpωq
p f q “ EPωp f q. This in turn

shows Pτxpωq “ Pω for all x P Zd and thus implies that ω P Ω‹ if and only if τxpωq P Ω‹
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for all x P Zd. It follows that Ω‹ is translation invariant. Given an ergodic probability
measure ν on pΩ,Fq, Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem and separability of ClocpR

dq ensure
that, for ν-a.e. ω1 P Ω, the double limit in the definition of Ω1 vanishes for ω1 and,
moreover, `ω1p f q exists and equals Eνp f q for all f P ClocpR

dq. Each such ω1 thus belongs
to Ω2 and obeys Pω1 “ ν, and so ω1 P Ω‹. It follows that νpΩ‹q “ 1. �

We remark that, while “large” from the perspective of any ergodic measure, the set Ω‹

is nowhere dense and is thus a “small” subset of Ω in the sense of topology.

3.2 Heat-kernel bounds and Conversion lemma.

We now return to the random walk. As discussed above, an important technical in-
put for our derivations are heat-kernel estimates which are (typically, Gaussian-type)
bounds on

y ÞÑ
Px

ωpXn “ yq
πωpyq

. (3.21)

One is generally interested in both upper and lower bounds (see, e.g., the monographs
by Kumagai [47] or Barlow [11]) but we will only need upper bounds in this paper.

Heat-kernel estimates for random walks on weighted graphs are the subject of an
early work of Delmotte [32]. The latter would be sufficient for dealing with uniformly
elliptic conductances, but the more general setting of our result requires a non-trivial
extension due to Andres, Deuschel and Slowik [7]. Both studies are based on advanced
techniques from elliptic-regularity theory; namely, the Moser iteration.

A minor technical hurdle is that the conclusions of [7] are cast for the continuous time
version Y of the (discrete-time) process X, both constant and variable speed. We will
only need the former which is defined as follows. Assume that X is coupled on the
same probability space with an independent sequence of i.i.d. exponentials T1, T2, . . .
with parameter one. Given t ě 0, set

Yt :“ XNptq for Nptq :“ suptn ě 0 : T1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Tn ď tu. (3.22)

We will continue writing Px
ω for the joint law of these processes subject to the initial

condition Px
ωpY0 “ X0 “ xq “ 1. Theorem 1.6 of [7] then gives:

Proposition 3.3 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11). Then for each ω P Ωp,q there exist quantities
c1, c2, c3, c4 P p0,8q such that for all x, y P Zd and all t ě 0 with

?
t ě c3p1`mint|x|1, |y|1uq:

(1) if |x´ y|1 ď c4t, then

Px
ωpYt “ yq ď c1t´d{2 exp

!

´c2
|x´y|21

t

)

πωpyq, (3.23)

(2) while if |x´ y|1 ą c4t, then

Px
ωpYt “ yq ď c1t´d{2 exp

"

´c2|x´ y|1
´

1` log
`

1` |x´y|1?
t

˘

¯

*

πωpyq. (3.24)

Here | ¨ |1 is the `1-norm on Rd.

Proof. We need to verify the conditions of Theorem 1.6 of [7]. (We adhere to the notation
of [7] in this proof noting, in particular, that Np¨q means something very different there
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than in (3.22).) First, Remark 1.2 of [7] tells us that pZd, EpZdqq is included among ad-
missible graphs and that the quantities d1 and N1pxq that appear in [7, Theorem 1.6] take
values d1 “ d and N1pxq “ 1. The containment ω P Ωp,q and the regularity of Zd in turn
show that the quantities µ̄ppxq and ν̄qpxq right before [7, Assumption 1.5] are finite and
independent of x.

For Assumption 1.5 of [7], we first find Np0q such that the inequalities in the last line
thereof hold for x “ 0 with, say, 3{2 instead of 2 on the right-hand side. To get the in-
equalities as stated for x ‰ 0, it then suffices to take Npxq ě Np0q so that |Λn`|x|1 |{|Λn| ď

4{3 for all n ě Npxq. This works for Npxq :“ Np0q ` c|x|1 once c is large enough.
Theorem 1.6 of [7] yields the claim modulo redefinition of constants. The fact that we
can write mint|x|1, |y|1u in the condition on t arises from the fact that, by reversibility,
Px

ωpYt “ yq{πωpyq is symmetric upon exchange of x and y. �

The heat kernel estimates enter our proofs in the conversion of time averages (and
those with respect to the law of X) to averages in the physical space:

Lemma 3.4 (Conversion lemma) Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11). For each ω P Ωp,q there exists
cpωq P p0,8q such that for all bounded f : Zd Ñ r0,8q,

lim sup
nÑ8

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

E0
ω

`

f pXkq
˘

ď cpωq lim sup
nÑ8

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

f pxqπωpxq. (3.25)

Proof. Fix δ ą 0 and recall the definition of t ÞÑ Nptq from (3.22). Since Nptq is Poisson
with parameter t and thus

ş8

0 PpNptq “ kqdt “ 1 for all k ě 0, routine large deviation
estimates show that there is a ą 0 such that

min
t2δnuďkďn

ż 2n

δn
P
`

Nptq “ k
˘

dt ě 1´ e´an (3.26)

holds for all n large. Once e´an ď 1
2 , the construction of Y gives

ż 2n

δn
P0

ωpYt “ xqdt ě
1
2

n
ÿ

k“t2δnu

P0
ωpXk “ xq. (3.27)

Hence we get

n´1
ÿ

k“0

E0
ω

`

f pXkq
˘

ď 2δnpsup | f |q ` 2
ż 2n

δn

ˆ

ÿ

xPZd

f pxqP0
ωpYt “ xq

˙

dt (3.28)

which we will now estimate using the heat kernel bound from Proposition 3.3.
For integer r ě 0 and real t ą 1, let Ar,t :“ tx P Zd : r

?
t ď |x|1 ă pr` 1q

?
tu. Invoking

(3.23–3.24) with the logarithmic term dropped in (3.24) and noting that mint|x|1, |x|21{tu
exceeds r on Ar,t once t ě 1, the integrand on the right of (3.28) is at most

ÿ

rě0

c1e´c2r 1
td{2

ÿ

xPAr,t

f pxqπωpxq, (3.29)
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provided that also t ě c3 (with all three ci’s depending on ω). Noting that Ar,t Ď

Λ
pr`1q

?
t, this is in turn no larger than

´

ÿ

rě0

c1pr` 1qde´c2r
¯

sup
mět

?
tu

1
md

ÿ

xPΛm

f pxqπωpxq. (3.30)

The integral in (3.28) is thus at most 2n times this quantity at t :“ δn. Dividing (3.28)
by n and noting that |Λm|{md ď 3d, the claim follows by taking n Ñ8 and δ Ó 0. �

3.3 Exit time estimate and tightness.

Another place where input from heat-kernel technology is useful is tightness of the pro-
cesses t ÞÑ Bpnqt , where Bpnqt is as in (1.3). This comes through a bound on the lower tail
of the first exit time of the walk from a domain. For Λ Ď Zd, set

HΛ :“ inftk ě 0 : Xk R Λu. (3.31)

We then have:

Proposition 3.5 Let d ě 2 and let p, q ą d{2 obey (1.11). For all α ą 0, σ ą 0 and ω P Ωp,q
there exists R0 ě 1 and c̃1 “ c̃1pα, σ, ωq P r1,8q such that for all R ě R0 and all t ě 0,

max
xPΛR

Px
ω

`

HΛσRpxq ď t
˘

ď c̃1

´ t
R2

¯α
, (3.32)

where we set Λrpxq :“ x`Λr.

While this statement should in principle be obtainable from the heat-kernel bounds
in Proposition 3.3, this does not seem to apply directly due to the restriction on t relative
to x and y. We thus employ an argument from Biskup, Chen, Kumagai and Wang [19]
that controls the exit time (and the heat kernel) using a different method than [7]. The
above statement requires only minor adaptations of the proofs in [19] and so we relegate
its proof to Section 7.

Remark 3.6 Note that Proposition 3.5 makes no claim about d “ 1. This is because
its proof (just as the arguments in [19]) is based on Sobolev inequalities that behave
somewhat differently in dimension one. This is no loss because our proof of Theorem 1.5
will need the exit time estimate only in d ě 2.

We will now show how Proposition 3.5 implies tightness. As in [19, Proposition 4.1],
we could proceed by invoking a “stopping time” criterion of Aldous [1, Theorem 1].
A drawback of this approach is that the criterion is cast in the Skorohod space and
topology, while our setting naturally rests in the Wiener space Cpr0,8qq. Since a careful
choice of various parameters necessitates that we present a full argument anyway, we
will prove tightness directly in Cpr0,8qq.

Given a real T ą 0 and a function f : r0, Ts Ñ Rd, recall that its `8-oscillation over
intervals of size δ is defined by

osc f
`

r0, Ts, δ
˘

:“ sup
s,tPr0,Ts
|t´s|ăδ

ˇ

ˇ f ptq ´ f psq
ˇ

ˇ

8
, (3.33)
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where | ¨ |8 is the `8-norm on Rd. The conclusion of Proposition 3.5 then gives the
following bound on the oscillation of Bpnq:

Lemma 3.7 Let d ě 2 and p, q ą d{2 obey (1.11). For all ε ą 0, T ě 1 and ω P Ωp,q there
exists ĉ1 “ ĉ1pε, T, ωq P p0,8q such that for all δ ą 0 and all n ą 1{δ,

P0
ω

´

oscBpnq
`

r0, Ts, δ
˘

ą ε ^ HΛ?n{ε
ą 3Tn

¯

ď ĉ1
?

δ. (3.34)

Proof. Fix T ě 1 and, given δ ą 0, assume n ě 1 obeys nδ ą 1. For j ě 1 set k j :“ tjnδu

and note that then k j`2 ´ k j´1 ě 3δn´ 1 ą δn` 2. Given t, s P r0, Ts with 0 ă t´ s ă δ,
we then have ttnu´ tsnu ď tn´ sn` 1 ă δn` 1 and so there exists j with 1 ď j ď T{δ
such that ttnu, ttnu ` 1 and tsnu all lie between k j´1 and k j`2. Examining the various
subintervals of rk j´1, k j`2s that ttnu, ttnu` 1 and tsnu may fall into, we get

 

oscBpnq
`

r0, Ts, δ
˘

ą ε
(

Ď
ď

1ďjď3T{δ

!

max
k j´1ď`ďk j

|X` ´ Xk j´1 |8 ą
1
4 ε
?

n
)

, (3.35)

where we also noted that T{δ` 2 ď 3T{δ.
Next we note that the inequality corresponding to index j on the right of (3.35) implies

that HΛε
?

n{4pxq ď k j ´ k j´1 occurs for the portion of the path started at Xk j´1 . Given
any R ě 1, the Markov property along with the union bound therefore give

P0
ω

´

oscBpnq
`

r0, Ts, δ
˘

ą ε ^ HΛR ą 3Tn
¯

ď 3Tδ´1 max
xPΛR

Px
ω

`

HΛε
?

n{4pxq ď 2δn
˘

, (3.36)

where we also used that k j´ k j´1 ď 2δn and k j´1 ď 3Tn for j ď 3T{δ. Now set R :“
?

n{ε
and apply Proposition 3.5 with α :“ 3{2 and σ :“ ε2{4 to get

max
xPΛ?n{ε

Px
ω

`

HΛε
?

n{4pxq ď 2δn
˘

ď 64c̃1ε2δ3{2 (3.37)

provided R ě R0. Since n ą 1{δ, ĉ1 ě R0ε and
?

n{ε ď R0 altogether imply that
ĉ1
?

δ ě 1, the bound (3.34) holds trivially for R ď R0 if ĉ1 ě R0ε. The claim thus follows
by setting ĉ1 :“ maxt3 ¨ 64Tε2c̃1, R0εu. �

With this in hand, we are ready to state:

Proposition 3.8 Let d ě 2 and p, q ą d{2 obey (1.11). For n ě 1 and ω P Ω, let Ppn,ωq be the
law of Bpnq from (1.3) induced by P0

ω on pCpr0,8q, Rdq,BpCpr0,8q, Rdqqq. Then

@ω P Ωp,q : tPpn,ωq : n ě 1u is tight. (3.38)

Proof. Given δ P p0, 1q, ε ą 0 and T ě 1, let

Kδ,ε,T :“
!

f P C
`

r0,8q
˘

: f p0q “ 0 ^ osc f
`

r0, Ts, δ
˘

ď ε
)

. (3.39)

Proposition 3.5 with α :“ 1, σ :“ 1, t :“ 3Tn and R :“
?

n{ε gives

P0
ω

`

HΛ?n{ε
ď 3Tn

˘

ď c̃1p1, 1, ωq3Tε2. (3.40)

The piece-wise linear nature of Bpnq and the fact that X jumps by a unit `8-distance in
each step imply oscBpnqpr0, Ts, δq ď δ when δ ď 1{n. Once δ ă ε, the restriction n ą 1{δ
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in Lemma 3.7 is thus moot and (3.34) along with (3.40) show

Ppn,ωqpKδ,ε,Tq ě 1´ c̃1p1, 1, ωq3Tε2 ´ ĉ1pε, T, ωq
?

δ (3.41)

for all n ě 1 and all ω P Ωp,q. Now take Tk Ò 8 and pick εk Ó 0 and δk Ó 0 so that

δk ă εk ^ c̃1p1, 1, ωq3Tkε2
k ă 2´k ^ ĉ1pεk, Tk, ωq

a

δk ă 2´k (3.42)

for each k ě 1. For the set
K` :“

č

kě`

Kδk ,εk ,Tk (3.43)

the union bound shows

@n ě 1@ω P Ωp,q : Ppn,ωqpK`q ě 1´ 2´``2. (3.44)

We finish by noting that, by the Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem or a direct argument, K` is com-
pact in Cpr0,8qq relative to the topology of locally uniform convergence. �

We will use the above observations in two ways. First, we will continue using the exit-
time estimate to effectively confine the walk to a fixed box on a diffusive scale. Second,
the tightness reduces the proof of an IIP to convergence of finite-dimensional distribu-
tions for which it suffices, more or less, to prove just a Central Limit Theorem.

4. ERGODICITY OF MARKOV CHAIN ON ENVIRONMENTS

This section addresses the first important step in our proof of an IIP for deterministic
conductance configurations; namely, averaging at large temporal scales of the walk. We
then use it to prove our main theorem in spatial dimension one.

4.1 Averaging for the random walk.

A starting point of many approaches to random walks in random environments is the
so called “point of view of the particle.” The phrase refers to an observer traveling
with the random walk X who then sees environment τXnpωq at time n. For X sampled
from P0

ω, the sequence tτXnpωq : n ě 0u of environments is itself a Markov chain but this
time on state space Ω. An important observation is that many properties of the physical
chain (for instance, the value Xn itself) can be encoded as additive functionals of the
environment chain.

The Markovian dynamics of the chain from the “point of view of the particle ” is
described either by its generator L that acts on f P CbpΩq as

pL f qpωq :“
1

πωp0q

ÿ

xPZd

p0,xqPEpZdq

cωp0, xq
“

f ˝ τxpωq ´ f pωq
‰

(4.1)

or directly by its transition kernel Π that is obtained from L via

Π f :“ f `L f . (4.2)

As is easy to check, Π f is continuous on Ω if f is and

sup
ωPΩ

ˇ

ˇpΠ f qpωq
ˇ

ˇ ď sup
ωPΩ

ˇ

ˇ f pωq
ˇ

ˇ. (4.3)
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Consequently, Π is a bounded linear operator on CbpΩqwith norm one.
A key benefit that the “point of the view of the particle” brings to the overall theory

is a way to demonstrate averaging at large temporal scales of the walk. For environ-
ments sampled from an ergodic law, this follows from the Ergodic Theorem for Markov
chains and the fact that, by reversibility, a measure closely related to the a priori law, cf
(4.5) below, is invariant and ergodic for the Markovian dynamics (see, e.g., [17, Propo-
sition 2.3]). Our main observation here is that the same can be obtained while relying
solely on block averages. The technical tool that makes this work is the Conversion
Lemma (Lemma 3.4) enabled by the heat-kernel bounds (Proposition 3.3).

Theorem 4.1 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11). Then for all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q and all f P CbpΩq,

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

f ˝ τXkpωq ÝÑnÑ8
EQω

p f q in L1pP0
ωq, (4.4)

where

Qωpdω1q :“
πω1p0q

EPω πp0q
Pωpdω1q (4.5)

for Pω related to ω as in Proposition 1.3.

Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3.1, the assumed conditions on p, q and ω ensure πp0q P L1pPωq

and so Qω is well defined. We thus need to show (4.4). Pick f P CbpΩq and, replacing f
by f ´ EQω

p f q, assume
EQω

p f q “ 0. (4.6)

The proof is based on martingale approximation. Let ε ą 0 and, noting that sup |Πn f | ď
sup | f | by (4.3), define hε : Ω Ñ R by

hεpω
1q :“

ÿ

ně0

1
p1` εqn`1 pΠ

n f qpω1q. (4.7)

As is readily checked, hε solves the “massive” (a.k.a. screened) Poisson equation

pε´Lqhεpω
1q “ f pω1q. (4.8)

The uniform boundedness of n ÞÑ Πn f applied under (4.7) gives hε P CpΩq. We also get
that εhε is bounded uniformly in ε ą 0. In particular, hε P CbpΩq for all ε ą 0.

We now use (4.8) to rewrite the sum in the statement as

n´1
ÿ

k“0

f ˝ τXkpωq “
n´1
ÿ

k“0

pε` 1´Πqhε ˝ τXkpωq

“ ε
n´1
ÿ

k“0

hε ˝ τXkpωq `
n´1
ÿ

k“0

“

hε ˝ τXkpωq ´Πhε ˝ τXkpωq
‰

.

(4.9)

Let Fk :“ σpX0, . . . , Xkq. Noting that

Πhε ˝ τXkpωq “ E0
ω

`

hε ˝ τXk`1pωq
ˇ

ˇFk
˘

, (4.10)
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the sum on the right of (4.9) can be shuffled to the form
n´1
ÿ

k“0

“

hε ˝ τXkpωq ´Πhε ˝ τXkpωq
‰

“hεpωq ´ E
`

hε ˝ τXnpωq
ˇ

ˇFn´1
˘

`

n
ÿ

k“1

“

hε ˝ τXkpωq ´ E
`

hε ˝ τXkpωq
ˇ

ˇFk´1
˘‰

.

(4.11)

As hε is bounded, the first two terms on the right are bounded. The sum is in turn a
martingale with uniformly bounded increments. By Doob’s L2-inequality (or Azuma’s),
it will thus typically be order

?
n. It follows that, upon division by n and taking n Ñ8,

the right-hand side of (4.11) vanishes in L1pP0
ωq.

It thus suffices to show that, under (4.6),

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

εhε ˝ τXkpωq ÝÑnÑ8
εÓ0

0 in L1pP0
ωq. (4.12)

Here the Conversion Lemma (Lemma 3.4) enabled by the heat-kernel estimates in Propo-
sition 3.3 along with the fact that (3.11) holds for h :“ πp0qwith α :“ p gives

lim sup
nÑ8

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

ˇ

ˇεhε ˝ τXkpωq
ˇ

ˇ ď cpωq lim sup
nÑ8

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

ˇ

ˇεhε ˝ τxpωq
ˇ

ˇπωpxq

“ cpωqEPω

`

πp0qε|hε|
˘

ď cpωqEPω

`

πp0q
˘

}εhε}L2pQωq
,

(4.13)

where we also used the definition of Qω and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. It remains
to show that εhε Ñ 0 in L2pQωq as ε Ó 0. We proceed via spectral calculus.

Write x¨, ¨y for the inner product in L2pQωq and note that ´L is a bounded, symmetric
and, in fact, positive semi-definite operator on L2pQωq. As f P L2pQωq, the Spectral
Theorem asserts the existence of a finite Borel measure µ f on R such that x f , φp´Lq f y “
ş

φpλqµ f pdλq holds for any φ P L1pµ f q. In conjunction with (4.8), this yields

}εhε}
2
L2pQωq

“ xεhε, εhεy

“
@

εpε´Lq´1 f , εpε´Lq´1 f
D

“

ż

r0,2s

´ ε

ε` λ

¯2
µ f pdλq,

(4.14)

where we also noted that, since Π is a probability kernel and thus a contraction in L2,
the spectrum of ´L and so also the support of µ f are confined to r0, 2s.

The function under integral in (4.14) is bounded by one and tends to 1t0u as ε Ó 0. The
Bounded Convergence Theorem shows

}εhε}
2
L2pQωq

ÝÑ
εÓ0

µ f pt0uq. (4.15)

In light of ´L ě 0, the right-hand side is the norm-squared of the orthogonal projection
of f on KerpLq. Here we note that g P KerpLq reads g “ Πg which in turn gives that
tg ˝ τXk : k ě 0u is an L2-martingale for the Markov chain from the “point of view of
the particle.” Noting that ergodicity of Pω under spatial shifts induces ergodicity of Qω
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under this chain (see again [17, Proposition 2.3]), the Martingale Convergence Theorem
gives g “ EQω

pgq a.s, showing that g is constant. But (4.6) means that f is orthogonal to
constants, and so the projection of f on KerpLq vanishes. This gives

µ f pt0uq “ 0 (4.16)

and thus completes the proof of (4.12) and the whole theorem. �

We note that the proof that εhε Ñ 0 in L2pQωq is already contained in Kipnis and
Varadhan [42] albeit under the stronger assumption that f P Dompp´Lq´1{2q which
gives even that ε1{2hε Ñ 0. We included the above argument mainly to demonstrate
the role of the ergodicity of Pω that becomes apparent only in the final step.

4.2 Zero speed and an IIP in dimension one.

A direct (albeit well known) consequence of Theorem 4.1 is the absence of speed of the
random walk. We recall its short proof in:

Corollary 4.2 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11). Then for all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q,

Xn

n
ÝÑ
nÑ8

0 in P0
ω-probability. (4.17)

Proof. We start with the standard rewrite

Xn “ X0 `

n
ÿ

k“1

pXk ´ Xk´1q

“ X0 `

n´1
ÿ

k“0

V ˝ τXkpωq `
n
ÿ

k“1

”

pXk ´ Xk´1q ´ E0
ω

`

Xk ´ Xk´1
ˇ

ˇFk´1
˘

ı

,

(4.18)

where
Vpωq :“ E0

ωpX1q (4.19)

is the local drift that the walk feels at the origin. Now observe that the second sum on the
right of (4.18) is a martingale with bounded increments which, by Doob’s L2-inequality,
is at most order

?
n in probability. Noting that V P CbpΩq, the first sum divided by n

in turn converges to EQω
pVq in P0

ω-probability by Theorem 4.1. A standard calculation
shows EQω

pVq “ 0 and so the claim follows. �

Theorem 4.1 is also sufficient to give the proof of our main result in spatial dimension
one. For this we first need to extend the observation from Lemma 3.1 to averages with
respect to the random walk:

Lemma 4.3 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11). Suppose f P CpΩq and h : Ω Ñ r0,8q are such that
(3.10) holds. Assume ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q is such that, for some α ą 1,

sup
nÑ8

1
nd

ÿ

xPΛn

rh ˝ τxpωqs
απωpxq ă 8. (4.20)

Then f P L1pQωq and (4.4) holds.
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Proof. We proceed very much like in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Define fr by (3.12) and gr
by (3.14). Then (3.10) and Jensen’s inequality give

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

E0
ω

`

| fr| ˝ τXkpωq
˘

ď

ˆ

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

E0
ω

`

rh ˝ τXkpωqs
α
˘

˙1{α

(4.21)

The Conversion Lemma (Lemma 3.4) then bounds the n Ñ 8 limit of the right-hand
side in terms of the quantity in (4.20). As fr P CbpΩq, Theorem 4.1 shows that the left-
hand side tends to EQω

p| fr|q. The Monotone Convergence Theorem then allows us to
take r Ñ8 and conclude f P L1pQωq.

For the convergence (4.4) for f , we invoke an analogue of (3.15) to get

E0
ω

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

f ˝ τXkpωq ´
1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

fr ˝ τXkpωq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď

ˆ

1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

E0
ω

`

rh ˝ τXkpωqs
α
˘

˙1{αˆ 1
n

n´1
ÿ

k“0

E0
ω

`

rgr ˝ τXkpωqs
α1
˘

˙1{α1

.

(4.22)

The limes superior as n Ñ 8 of the first term on the right is finite by the argument after
(4.21). By the Conversion Lemma, the second term tends to rEQω

pgα1
r qs

1{α1 which vanishes
as r Ñ8. Since Theorem 4.1 applies to fr, the claim follows. �

With Lemma 4.3 in hand we are ready to give:
Proof of IIP in Theorem 1.5 in dimension one. Suppose d “ 1, pick p, q ą 1 and let ω P

Ω‹ XΩp,q. Abbreviate

f pωq :“
1

cωp0, 1q
(4.23)

and let fr be as in (3.12). Then fr P CbpΩq and so the argument in (3.13) (albeit with-
out the use of Jensen’s inequality) bounds EPωp| fr|

qq by the second supremum in (1.10).
Taking r Ñ8 using the Monotone Convergence Theorem gives f P LqpPωq.

We will now proceed by the corrector method while capitalizing on the fact that the
corrector can be constructed in d “ 1 explicitly. Indeed, define ψω : Z Ñ R recursively
so that

ψωp0q “ 0 ^ @x P Z : ψωpx` 1q ´ ψωpxq “
a

cωpx, x` 1q
(4.24)

for

a :“
„

EPω

´ 1
cp0, 1q

¯

´1

, (4.25)

where the expectation is finite thanks to f P LqpPωq. Then ψω is harmonic with respect
to Pω and thus defines a harmonic coordinate provided we can show the “sublinearity
of the corrector,”

lim
xÑ˘8

ψωpxq ´ x
|x|

“ 0. (4.26)

We will for simplicity prove only the part x Ñ `8. Note that, for each n ě 1,

ψωpnq “ a
n´1
ÿ

x“0

f ˝ τxpωq, (4.27)
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where f is as in (4.23). Lemma 3.1 with h :“ f and (3.11) enabled by the second condition
in (1.10) then shows

lim
nÑ8

ψωpnq
n

“ aEPωp f q. (4.28)

The right-hand side equals one and so (4.26) follows.
Let X be the path of the random walk and set, as before, Fk :“ σpX0, . . . , Xkq. The

harmonicity of ψω translates into k ÞÑ ψωpXkq being a martingale with respect to tFkukě0
and so we will aim to control its diffusive limit using the Martingale Functional Central
Limit Theorem of Brown [27] (see also [17, Theorem 2.11] and discussion thereafter). The
key point is to verify the conditions of this theorem.

Note that the Markov property along with (4.24) give

E0
ω

`

rψωpXkq ´ ψωpXk´1qs
2ˇ
ˇFk

˘

“ g ˝ τXk´1pωq (4.29)

for

gpω1q :“ E0
ω1
`

rψω1pX1qs
2˘ “

a2

cω1p0, 1q
`

a2

cω1p´1, 0q
. (4.30)

As g P CpΩq with 0 ď g ď h :“ a2p f ` f ˝ τ´1q with h satisfying (4.20), the extension of
Theorem 4.1 in Lemma 4.3 gives

1
n

n
ÿ

k“1

E0
ω

`

rψωpXkq ´ ψωpXk´1qs
2ˇ
ˇFk

˘ L1pP0
ωq

ÝÑ
nÑ8

EQω
pgq. (4.31)

Looking instead at the function

g̃rpωq :“ E0
ω

´

“

ψωpX1q
‰2

ϑ
`

|ψωpX1q|{r
˘

¯

(4.32)

for some continuous non-decreasing ϑ : r0,8q Ñ r0, 1s such that ϑ “ 0 on r0, 1s and ϑ “ 1
on r2,8q, we similarly get that, for each ε ą 0,

1
n

n
ÿ

k“1

E0
ω

´

“

ψωpXkq ´ ψωpXk´1q
‰2 1t|ψωpXkq´ψωpXk´1q|ąε

?
nu

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Fk

¯

L1pP0
ωq

ÝÑ
nÑ8

0. (4.33)

Indeed, once n is so large that 2r ď ε
?

n holds, the sum on the left is dominated by
ř

kě1 g̃r ˝ τXkpωq which upon normalization by n converges to EQω
pg̃rq by Theorem 4.1.

The Dominated Convergence Theorem along with g̃r ď g then show EQω
pg̃rq Ñ 0 as

r Ñ8 proving (4.33).
Whenever conditions (4.31) and (4.33) hold, the Martingale Functional Central Limit

Theorem shows that the process

t ÞÑ n´1{2“ψωpXtntuq ` ptn´ ttnuqψωpXtntu`1q
‰

(4.34)

tends in law to Brownian motion with variance EQω
pgq. In light of (4.26), then so does

the process t ÞÑ Bpnqt defined from X via (1.3).
It remains to check that the variance EQω

pgq is given by (1.12). For this observe that
the functional optimized in (1.12) takes the form

ϕ ÞÑ

ż

Qωpdω1qE0
ω1

´

“

X1 ` ϕ ˝ τX1pω
1q ´ ϕpω1q

‰2
¯

. (4.35)
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Since cp0, 1q, cp0, 1q´1 P L1pPωq, for any minimizing sequence tϕn : n ě 1u, the standard
domination of L1-norms by weighted L2-norms (cf, e.g., proof of [17, Lemma 4.8]) shows
that ϕn ˝ τx ´ ϕn tends to some χpxq in L1pPωq for each x P Zd. Then EPωpχpxqq “ 0 and,
using the fact that this constructs a minimizer of (4.35), x ÞÑ x` χω1pxq is Pω1-harmonic
for Pω-a.e. ω1 P Ω. Corollary 5.6 of Biskup and Spohn [24] (based on [24, Theorem 5.4]
whose proof needs a correction albeit only in d ě 2; cf Biskup and Rodriguez [22, Ap-
pendix A2]), asserts that these properties determine χ uniquely and so x` χpxq “ ψpxq
Pω-a.s. We now readily identify the minimum of (4.35) with EQω

pgq. �

5. HOMOGENIZATION OF INVERSE GENERATOR

In this section we prove a technical claim needed in our control of long-time behavior of
random walks among deterministic conductances. This claim concerns homogenization
of inverse generator of the physical walk killed upon exiting a finite set. Our strategy is
to convert this to a homogenization problem for Dirichlet energy.

5.1 Notation and statement.

We start by introducing notation for various relevant objects and structures needed in
statements and proofs in this section. The main objective is to link concepts from (ele-
mentary) differential geometry in the physical space to the corresponding concepts in
the stochastic counterpart thereof.

The first item on the list are the notions of gradient and divergence. Let ei denote the
i-th unit coordinate vector in Rd. The gradient ∇ maps a function f : Ω Ñ R to a d-tuple
of continuous functions written in vector notation as

p∇ f qpωq :“
`

f ˝ τe1pωq ´ f pωq, . . . , f ˝ τedpωq ´ f pωq
˘

. (5.1)

The divergence ∇‹ in turn acts on d-tuples v “ pv1, . . . vdq of functions via

p∇‹vqpωq :“
d
ÿ

i“1

“

vipωq ´ vi ˝ τ´eipωq
‰

(5.2)

thus turning them back into a scalar function on Ω.
Next we need a notation for two Hilbert spaces naturally associated with the Markov

chains in the physical and stochastic context. Given any translation invariant law µ on
pΩ,Fq, write L2pµ, Rq for the closure of CbpΩq in the topology induced by the inner
product

x f , gyL2pµ,Rq :“
ż

Ω
f pω1qgpω1q

˘

µpdω1q. (5.3)

Similarly, given a finite set Λ Ď Zd and a function ν : Λ Ñ r0,8q, write `2pΛ, νq be the
linear vector space of functions Zd Ñ R that vanish outside Λ; this space is endowed
with the inner product

x f , gy`2pΛ,νq :“
ÿ

xPΛ

f pxqgpxqνpxq. (5.4)

The natural choices here are µ :“ Qω (defined in (4.5)) and ν :“ πω.
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Given a translation-invariant probability measure µ on pΩ,Fq with πp0q P L1pµq, the
(negative) generator´L of the chain from the “point of view of the particle” is bounded,
self-adjoint and positive semi-definite on L2pπµ, Rq, where πµ is a shorthand for the
measure on pΩ,Fq defined by πµpAq :“

ş

A πω1p0qµpdω1q. Methods of spectral calculus
permit us to define p´Lq´1{2 f for all f P L2pπµ, Rq satisfying

sup
λą0

@

f , pλ´Lq´1 f
D

L2pπµ,Rq ă 8. (5.5)

The supremum then equals the norm-squared of the vector p´Lq´1{2 f in L2pπµ, Rq. As
usual, we will write (5.5) shortly as

x f , p´Lq´1 f yL2pπµ,Rq ă 8 (5.6)

in the sequel.
While Pω denotes the transition probability of the random walk in the physical space

under environment ω, the same notation is often used for the linear operator mapping
f : Zd Ñ R to pPω f qpxq :“

ř

yPZd Pωpx, yq f pyq. The operator

Lω :“ Pω ´ 1 (5.7)

is the generator of the chain in the physical space. For each ω P Ω, the operator ´Lω

restricted (by projections which we do not mark explicitly) to `2pΛ, πωq is self-adjoint
and positive definite and thus admits an inverse that we denote as p´Lωq

´1
Λ . Recalling

the definition of Λr from (1.5) we now claim:

Theorem 5.1 Assume that f P CbpΩq takes the form f pωq :“ πωp0q´1∇‹pcvqpωq for some
v P CbpΩ, Rdq. Then for all p, q ą 1 and all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q,

x f , p´Lq´1 f yL2pQω ,Rq ă 8 (5.8)

and
1

πωpΛrq

@

f ˝ τpωq, p´Lωq
´1
Λr

f ˝ τpωq
D

`2pΛr ,πωq
ÝÑ
rÑ8

@

f , p´Lq´1 f
D

L2pQω ,Rq. (5.9)

Here f ˝ τpωq abbreviates the function x ÞÑ f ˝ τxpωq.

Note that we are assuming only the first-` “moment conditions” on ω regardless of
the dimension. This is because the heat-kernel estimates are not needed. The positive
“moment condition” ensures integrability of πp0q with respect to Pω and also suffices
for (5.8). The negative “moment condition” is used inside the proof of (5.9).

The restriction to f of the form f “ πp0q´1∇‹pcvq is made as this suffices for our
purposes (and gives the claim at the same time). We do not know if the convergence
(5.9) holds when this is relaxed, e.g., by assuming only (5.8) instead.

Our application of Theorem 5.1 only needs that the limes superior in (5.9) is bounded
by the right-hand side, but we prove both directions as the argument for the limes inferior
is easier and the claim is more informative.

5.2 Reduction to Dirichlet energy.

The proof of (5.8) uses the idea that initiates the derivations in Kipnis and Varadhan’s [42]
approach to random walks in reversible random environments. Roughly speaking, we
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will rewrite the inner product for a function f as an inner product for the vector field v,
thus effectively dropping the inverse generator whose direct control may be difficult.
However, before we get to this, we need some more notation.

Let CpΩ, Rdq be the set of continuous functions Ω Ñ Rd (called vector fields below)
and write CbpΩ, Rdq for the subspace CpΩ, Rdq consisting of bounded functions. Given
a translation invariant measure µ on pΩ,Fq with πp0q P L1pµq, let L2pµ, Rdq denote the
closure of CbpΩ, Rdq in the topology of the inner product

xu, vyL2pµ,Rdq :“
d
ÿ

i“1

ż

Ω
uipω

1qvipω
1qµpdω1q. (5.10)

A useful fact is that ∇‹ is a formal adjoint of ´∇ in the sense that

x∇‹v, f yL2pµ,Rq “ ´xv,∇ f yL2pµ,Rdq (5.11)

holds for each f P CbpΩq and each v P CbpΩ, Rdq.
Another useful fact is that the generator L of the chain from the “point of view of the

particle” can be represented via the gradient and divergence operators. Indeed, let c be
the operator of “multiplication by conductance value” defined for v “ pv1, . . . , vdq by

pcvqpωq :“
`

ωp0, e1qv1pωq, . . . , ωp0, edqvdpωq
˘

. (5.12)

The generator L then acts as

pL f qpωq “ πωp0q´1∇‹pc∇ f qpωq. (5.13)

The following is drawn more or less directly from [42]:

Lemma 5.2 Given a translation invariant probability measure µ on pΩ,Fqwith πp0q P L1pµq,
for each v P CbpΩ, Rdq and with f P CbpΩq defined by f pωq :“ πωp0q´1∇‹pcvqpωq,

x f , p´Lq´1 f yL2pπµ,Rq ď xv, cvyL2pµ,Rdq. (5.14)

The right-hand side is finite for each v P CbpΩ, Rdq.

Proof. The assumption πp0q P L1pµq ensures that CbpΩq Ď L2pπµ, Rq. For each h P CbpΩq,
(5.11) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality give

ˇ

ˇxh, f yL2pπµ,Rq
ˇ

ˇ “
ˇ

ˇxh,∇‹pcvqyL2pµ,Rq
ˇ

ˇ

“
ˇ

ˇx∇h, cvyL2pµ,Rdq

ˇ

ˇ ď x∇h, c∇hy1{2L2pµ,Rdq
xv, cvy1{2L2pµ,Rdq

“ xh,´Lhy1{2L2pπµ,Rqxv, cvy1{2L2pµ,Rdq
.

(5.15)

Taking h :“ pλ´ Lq´1 f for λ ą 0, which is well defined by the above mentioned prop-
erties of L, yields

x f , pλ´Lq´1 f yL2pπµ,Rq ď x f , p´Lqpλ´Lq´2 f y1{2L2pπµ,Rqxv, cvy1{2L2pµ,Rdq
. (5.16)

Since }Lpλ´Lq´1} ď 1, the first inner product on the right is dominated by that on the
left-hand side. This gives (5.14) as desired. �

While (5.14) will imply (5.8) as desired, a problem with its further use is that the
inequality is far away from sharp. This is because the gap in the inequality in (5.15) is
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small only if v is close to a gradient. As it turns out, the proof of (5.9) actually requires
to compute exactly the gap in the inequality in (5.14). This amounts to a computation of
the distance of v from the linear subspace of vector fields that are gradients.

We will address this first in the physical space, for which further notation is needed.
Recall that, for each Λ Ď Zd, we write EpΛq for the set of directed edges of Zd with at
least one endpoint in Λ. Given edge weights κ : EpΛq Ñ r0,8q, let `2pEpΛq, κq be the
linear vector space of functions u : EpΛq Ñ R such that

@px, yq P EpΛq : upx, yq “ ´upy, xq (5.17)

endowed with the inner product

xu, vy`2pEpΛq,κq :“
1
2

ÿ

px,yqPEpΛq

upx, yqvpx, yqκpx, yq. (5.18)

The factor 1{2 compensates for overcounting caused by both orientations of each edge
being included in EpΛq.

Remark 5.3 If u and v also Rd valued, then we also contract the indices using the dot
product; i.e., writing upx, yq ¨ vpx, yq instead of just upx, yqvpx, yq in (5.18).

We think if u satisfying (5.17) as a “flow” in the physical space. A representative
example of such a “flow” in all of Zd is upx, yq :“ α ¨ py´ xq for α P Rd corresponding
to constant vector field α P CpΩ, Rdq. Other examples arise from taking the discrete
gradient ∇ f of a function f : Zd Ñ R which is defined for each edge px, yq by

p∇ f qpx, yq :“ f pyq ´ f pxq. (5.19)

(The difference between the discrete gradient and the gradient on Ω will be clear from
context or will be noted explicitly.) A natural choice of edge weights is κ :“ cω. With
these notions in hand, we can now state:

Lemma 5.4 Given v P CbpΩ, Rdq, let f P CbpΩq be defined by f pωq :“ πωp0q´1∇‹pcvqpωq.
Then for all finite Λ Ď Zd and all ω P Ω,

@

f ˝ τpωq, p´Lωq
´1
Λ f ˝ τpωq

D

`2pΛ,πωq

“
@

v ˝ τpωq, v ˝ τpωq
D

`2pEpΛq, cωq

´ inf
hP`2pΛ,πωq

@

v ˝ τpωq ´∇h, v ˝ τpωq ´∇h
D

`2pEpΛq, cωq
,

(5.20)

where v ˝ τpωq is the unique function EpZdq Ñ R satisfying (5.17) (with Λ :“ Zd) and
assigning value vi ˝ τxpωq to edge px, x` eiq.

Proof. Fix ω P Ω, abbreviate f 1pxq :“ f ˝ τxpωq and v1px, x ` eiq “ ´v1px ` ei, xq :“
vi ˝ τxpωq and use the shorthand x f , gyΛ “ x f , gy`2pΛ,πωq

. The invertibility and positive-
definiteness of ´Lω on `2pΛ, πωq then give

@

f 1, p´Lωq
´1
Λ f 1

D

Λ “ sup
hP`2pΛ,πωq

”

2 xh, f 1yΛ ´
@

h,´LωhyΛ

ı

. (5.21)
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The assumption on f along with the definition of ∇‹ shows that, for each x P Λ,

f 1pxq “ πωpxq´1
ÿ

y : px,yqPEpΛq

cωpx, yqv1px, yq. (5.22)

As h vanishes outside Λ, this yields

xh, f 1yΛ “
ÿ

px,yqPEpΛq

hpxqcωpx, yqv1px, yq

“
1
2

ÿ

px,yqPEpΛq

“

hpxq ´ hpyq
‰

cωpx, yqv1px, yq “ ´x∇h, v1yEpΛq,
(5.23)

where we invoked the symmetries cωpx, yq “ cωpy, xq and v1px, yq “ ´v1py, xq, recalled
the notation (5.19) for the discrete gradient and wrote xu, vyEpΛq for xu, vy`2pEpΛ, cωq

. A
completely analogous reasoning shows

@

h,´LωhyΛ “ x∇h,∇hyEpΛq. (5.24)

But then
2 xh, f 1yΛ ´

@

h,´LωhyΛ “ ´2x∇h, v1yEpΛq ´ x∇h,∇hyEpΛq

“ xv1, v1yEpΛq ´ xv1 `∇h, v1 `∇hyEpΛq.
(5.25)

Plugging this in (5.21) yields the claim. �

We will henceforth abbreviate the above infimum as

Eω
Λ pvq :“ inf

hP`2pΛ,πωq

@

v ˝ τpωq ´∇h, v ˝ τpωq ´∇h
D

`2pEpΛq, cωq
. (5.26)

Since the inner product has a representation reminiscent of a Dirichlet form (although
this is technically true only if x ÞÑ v ˝ τxpωq is a discrete gradient), we will refer to Eω

Λ pvq
as the Dirichlet energy.

In light of the positivity of all terms and the fact that only nearest neighbor edges are
involved, for the first inner product on the right of (5.20) we get the bounds

ÿ

xPΛr

g ˝ τxpωq ď
@

v ˝ τpωq, v ˝ τpωq
D

`2pEpΛq, cωq
ď

ÿ

xPΛr`1

g ˝ τxpωq, (5.27)

where

gpω1q :“
d
ÿ

i“1

cω1vipω
1q2. (5.28)

If ω P Ω‹ XΩp,0 for some p ą 1, then Lemma 3.1 shows

1
|Λr|

@

v ˝ τpωq, v ˝ τpωq
D

`2pEpΛq, cωq
ÝÑ
rÑ8

xv, cvyL2pPω ,Rdq. (5.29)

The corresponding limit of the second term on the right of (5.20) is much harder due to
the infimum over h. In fact, the main conclusion to be proved is that the limit effectively
commutes around the infimum:

Proposition 5.5 Let v P CbpΩ, Rdq. Then for all p, q ą 1 and all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q,
1
|Λr|

Eω
Λr
pvq ÝÑ

rÑ8
inf

hPCbpΩq

@

v´∇h, cpv´∇hq
D

L2pPω ,Rdq
. (5.30)
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Let us first check that this is all we need:
Proof of Theorem 5.1 from Proposition 5.5. The bound (5.8) was proved in Lemma 5.2 while
for (5.9), Lemma 5.4 along with Proposition 5.5 and (5.29) give

1
|Λr|

@

f ˝ τpωq, p´Lωq
´1
Λr

f ˝ τpωq
D

`2pΛr ,πωq

ÝÑ
rÑ8

xv, cvyL2pPω ,Rdq ´ inf
hPCbpΩq

@

v´∇h, cpv´∇hq
D

L2pPω ,Rdq

(5.31)

whenever ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q for some p, q ą 1. Reversing the arguments (5.24–5.25) equates
the right-hand side with EPωpπp0qq-multiple of

sup
hPCbpΩq

”

´2xh, f yL2pQω ,Rq ´ xh, p´LqhyL2pQω ,Rq

ı

(5.32)

which is then identified with x f , p´Lq´1 f yL2pQω ,Rq as in (5.21). Since the assumptions
on ω also give πωpΛrq{|Λr| Ñ EPωpπp0qq, this proves the desired claim. �

5.3 Homogenization of Dirichlet energy.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 has been reduced to the limit of Dirichlet energies in Proposi-
tion 5.5 which we will show by proving separately upper and lower bounds. The proof
of the upper bound is quite simple:

Lemma 5.6 Let v P CbpΩ, Rdq. Then for all p, q ą 1 and all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q,

lim sup
rÑ8

1
|Λr|

Eω
Λr
pvq ď inf

hPCbpΩq

@

v´∇h, cpv´∇hq
D

L2pPω ,Rdq
. (5.33)

Proof. Given h P CbpΩq and ω P Ω, for each r ě 1, define h1rpxq :“ h ˝ τxpωq for x P Λr
and h1rpxq :“ 0 otherwise. Writing x¨, ¨yEpΛrq for x¨, ¨y`2pEpΛr ,cωq

, we then have
@

v ˝ τpωq´∇h1r, v ˝ τpωq ´∇h1r
D1{2

EpΛrq

ď
@

pv´∇hq ˝ τpωq, pv´∇hq ˝ τpωq
D1{2

EpΛrq

`
@

p∇hq ˝ τpωq ´∇h1r, p∇hq ˝ τpωq ´∇h1r
D1{2

EpΛrq
.

(5.34)

(Here ∇h is a Rd-valued function on Ω while p∇hq ˝ τpωq and ∇h1r are R-valued func-
tions on EpZdq.) Since p∇hq ˝ τpωq ´∇h1r ‰ 0 only on edges between Λr and its comple-
ment, the second inner product on the right is at most order rd´1. After normalization
by |Λr|, (5.27–5.29) shows that the first inner product, and thus also that on the left hand
side, tends to xv´∇h, cpv´∇hqyL2pQωq

. Optimizing over h we get the claim. �

For the lower bound we have to work harder. Since the conductances are strictly pos-
itive, the infimum in (5.26) is actually achieved by a unique function hω,v

r P `2pΛr, πωq.
Writing V :“ pRdqZ

d
for the space of vector fields endowed with the product σ-algebra G

of Borel sets, the function hω,v
r induces a probability measure µω,v

r on pΩˆ V ,F b Gq via

µω,v
r pAq :“

1
|Λr`

?
r|

1
|Λ?r|

ÿ

zPΛ?r

ÿ

xPΛr`
?

r

1A
`

pτx`zpωq,∇hω,v
r px` z` ¨qq

˘

. (5.35)
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Here the superscipts remind us of the dependence of these objects on the underlying
vector field v and environment ω. Using τx also for the joint shift of the variables in
Ωˆ V , we now observe the following facts:

Lemma 5.7 Let v P CbpΩq and ω P Ω‹ X
Ť

p,qą1 Ωp,q. Then

tµω,v
r : r ě 1u is tight. (5.36)

Moreover, if rk Ñ8 is a subsequence such that µω,v
rk

w
ÝÑ µ, then also:

(1) µ is a probability measure, i.e., µpΩˆ Vq “ 1,
(2) µ is translation invariant, i.e., µ ˝ τ´1

x “ µ for all x P Zd,
(3) the first marginal of µ is Pω, i.e., µpAˆ Vq “ PωpAq for all A P F ,
(4) the second marginal is integrable and of zero mean, i.e.,

ż

ΩˆV
|up0q|1 µpdω1duq ă 8 ^

ż

ΩˆV
up0q µpdω1duq “ 0, (5.37)

(5) energy is not generated in the limit,
ż

ΩˆV

d
ÿ

i“1

cω1p0, eiq
“

vipω
1q ´ uip0q

‰2
µpdω1duq ď lim inf

kÑ8

1
|Λrk |

Eω
Λrk
pvq. (5.38)

Here, in (4), | ¨ |1 is the `1-norm on Rd.

Proof. Fix p, q ą 1. The proof actually proceeds, more or less, in reverse order of the
claimed properties. We start with some estimates. First, the definition of µω,v

r gives
ż

ΩˆV

d
ÿ

i“1

cω1p0, eiq
“

vipω
1q ´ uip0q

‰2
µω,v

r pdω1duq

ď
1

|Λr`
?

r|
Eω

Λr
pvq `

1
|Λr`

?
r|

ÿ

xPΛr`2
?

r rΛr´
?

r

d
ÿ

i“1

cτxpω1qp0, eiq
ˇ

ˇvi ˝ τxpωq
ˇ

ˇ

2.

(5.39)

The Hölder inequality with parameters 1`q
q and 1` q turns this into

ż

ΩˆV

d
ÿ

i“1

ˇ

ˇvipω
1q ´ uip0q

ˇ

ˇ

2q
1`q µω,v

r pdω1duq

ď

ˆ

1
|Λr`

?
r|

ÿ

px,yqPEpΛr`2
?

rq

cωpx, yq´q
˙

1
1`q´

r.h.s. of (5.39)
¯

q
1`q

,

(5.40)

where the sum in the first term is a bound on
ş

ΩˆV
řd

i“1 cω1p0, eiq
´qµω,v

r pdω1duq.
Since Eω

Λ pvq ď xv ˝ τ, v ˝ τy`2pΛ,cωq
and v is bounded, the argument underlying (5.29)

shows that the right-hand side of (5.39), and then also (5.40), are bounded uniformly
in r ě 1 for all ω P Ωp,q. The triangle inequality and boundedness of v then give

sup
rě1

ż

ΩˆV

ˇ

ˇup0q
ˇ

ˇ 2q
1`q

µω,v
r pdω1duq ă 8. (5.41)
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where | ¨ |α is the `α-norm on Rd. Jointly with the tightness of the first marginals, which
follows from Proposition 1.3, this implies the tightness claim in (5.36).

Assume now that µ is a weak limit of µω,v
rk for some sequence rk Ñ8. Since each µω,v

rk

is a probability, the tightness extends this to µ. Translation invariance follows thanks
to the additional “smearing” by z P Λ?r. The first marginal of µ coincides with Pω by
Proposition 1.3. An elementary truncation (or Fatou’s lemma for weak convergence)
shows that the bound (5.41) survives the limit. As 2q

1`q ě 1, we get the first half of
(5.37). The convergence in Lemma 3.1 implies that the second term on the right of (5.39)
vanishes as k Ñ8. Another truncation then gives (5.38).

It remains to prove the second half of (5.37). Since q ą 1 and (5.41) applies with
2q

1`q ą 1, the family of random variables associated with the second marginal of mea-
sures tµω,v

r : r ě 1u is uniformly integrable. It thus suffices to show convergence in the
mean,

ż

ΩˆV
up0q µv,ω

r pdω1duq ÝÑ
rÑ8

0. (5.42)

We will prove that the integral actually vanishes. Let i P t1, . . . , du. Then the i component
of the integral in (5.42) equals

1
|Λr`

?
r|

1
|Λ?r|

ÿ

zPΛ?r

ÿ

xPΛr`
?

r

“

hω,v
r pz` x` eiq ´ hω,v

r pz` xq
‰

. (5.43)

Using that hω,v
r is constant outside Λr, the inner “telescoping” sum vanishes identically

for each z P Λ?r. This shows (5.42) and thus proves the claim. �

One additional property of measures µω,v
k has not been used so far. Namely, the sec-

ond variable in the indicator in (5.35) is a discrete gradient. This gives:

Corollary 5.8 Let v P CbpΩq and ω P Ω‹ X
Ť

p,qą1 Ωp,q and let µ be a subsequential weak
limit of measures in (5.36). Then the second marginal of µ is supported on curl-free fields,

µ

ˆ

Ωˆ
č

1ďiăjďd

!

u P V : uip0q ` ujpeiq “ ujp0q ` uipejq
)

˙

“ 1. (5.44)

Proof. As was just noted, the second marginal of µω,v
r comes from a discrete gradient

and so the equality holds for µω,v
r in place of µ regardless of r ě 1. For any open set

O Ď V containing the intersection in (5.44), we then have µω,v
r pΩˆOq “ 1 and so we get

µpΩˆOq “ 1 by one of the criteria in the Portmanteau Theorem. The claim then follows
by noting that the intersection in (5.44) is a Gδ-set. �

We are ready to give:

Proof of Proposition 5.5. Suppose that lim infrÑ8
1
|Λr|

Eω
Λr
pvq is achieved along a sequence

rk Ñ 8. Reducing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that µrk tends weakly
to a probability measure µ. Consider the Rd-valued random variable U defined formally
as the map U : Ωˆ V Ñ Rd by Upω1, u1q :“ u1p0q. Then the first half of (5.37) shows that
U P L1pµq and so we may set

upωq :“ EµpU|Fqpωq. (5.45)
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The second half of (5.37) then gives

EPωpuq “ 0 (5.46)

and, by conditional Jensen’s inequality applied to (5.38), we also have
@

pv´ uq, cpv´ uq
D

L2pPω ,Rdq
ď lim inf

rÑ8

1
|Λr|

Eω
Λr
pvq, (5.47)

where we noted that the first marginal of µ is Pω and then invoked the definition of the
inner product in L2pPω, Rdq. Note that the boundedness of v and the fact that c P L1pPωq

imply xu, cuyL2pPω ,Rdq ă 8.
The identity in Corollary 5.8 now implies that u is (a.s.) curl-free (a.k.a cocycle), mean-

ing that for all i, j P t1, . . . , duwith i ‰ j,

ui ` uj ˝ τei “ uj ` ui ˝ τej , Pω-a.s. (5.48)

Since Pω is ergodic and xu, cuyL2pPω ,Rdq ă 8, Theorem 5.4 of Biskup and Spohn [24]
(with a correction to a calculation supplied in the proof of [22, Lemma 4.4]) asserts that u
is a gradient. More precisely, there exists a sequence t fnuně1 of functions satisfying
x∇ fn, c∇ fnyL2pPω ,Rdq ă 8 such that

@

pu´∇ fnq, cpu´∇ fnq
D

L2pPω ,Rdq
ÝÑ
nÑ8

0. (5.49)

Standard approximations permit us to take fn bounded and continuous, i.e., fn P CbpΩq
for each n ě 1. But then (5.47) gives

inf
fPCbpΩq

@

pv´∇ f q, cpv´∇ f q
D

L2pPω ,Rdq
ď lim inf

rÑ8

1
|Λr|

Eω
Λr
pvq. (5.50)

In conjunction with the upper bound from Lemma 5.6, this yields the claim. �

Remark 5.9 Since equality holds in (5.50), it also does in (5.47). Using the equality part
of Jensen’s inequality, we thus have U “ u µ-a.s. By the aforementioned uniqueness of u
also µ is unique and so µn

w
ÝÑ µ.

6. PROOF OF THE CLT

We are now ready to move to the proof of Theorem 1.5. Thanks to the tightness estab-
lished in Proposition 3.8, an IIP has been reduced to convergence of finite-dimensional
distributions; i.e., a multivariate Central Limit Theorem. Before delving to the proof of
the latter, let us review the salient steps of Kipnis and Varadhan’s theory. This will set up
useful notation and also help us explain the main new idea underlying our approach.

6.1 Review of Kipnis-Varadhan’s theory.

Fix ω P Ω and let X be a path of the random walk sampled from the measure Px
ω. Recall

the rewrite (4.18) of Xn ´ X0 into a martingale plus the sum
n´1
ÿ

k“0

V ˝ τXkpωq, (6.1)
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where V denotes the local drift from (4.19). The martingale has bounded increments
and so its asymptotic diffusive scaling can presumably be handled by the Martingale
Functional CLT that we invoked already in the one-dimensional case. The key challenge
is to extract a similar conclusion for the sum (6.1).

Kipnis and Varadhan [42] approached this by developing a fluctuation theory of ad-
ditive functionals of Markov chains. (In the case at hand, the Markov chain is that of
“point of view of the particle” with state space Ω, transition kernel Π from (4.2) and
generator L in (4.1).) An early work on this (likely unknown to Kipnis and Varadhan) is
due to Gordin [39] whose approach would apply if we had V “ ´Lχ for some bounded
continuous χ. Unfortunately, this is likely false and definitely too hard to establish di-
rectly even for uniformly elliptic conductances. Kipnis and Varadhan therefore resorted
to approximation.

Define χε : Ω Ñ Rd by

χεpωq :“
ÿ

ně0

1
p1` εqn

pΠnVqpωq. (6.2)

Since V P CbpΩ, Rdq and Π is an operator of norm one, the sum converges absolutely
and so χε P CbpΩ, Rdq. Moreover, χε obeys the “massive” Poisson equation

pε´Lqχε “ V (6.3)

making it an approximate inverse of V under´L. Writing, as before, Fk :“ σpX0, . . . , Xkq

and substituting (6.3) into the sum in (6.1), we get
n´1
ÿ

k“0

V ˝ τXkpωq “ χεpωq ´ χε ˝ τXnpωq

`

n´1
ÿ

k“0

εχε ˝ τXkpωq `
n
ÿ

k“1

”

χε ˝ τXkpωq ´ E0
ω

`

χε ˝ τXkpωq
ˇ

ˇFk´1
˘

ı

(6.4)

using the same manipulations that led to (4.18).
In order to plug (6.4) into (4.18), it is convenient to work with the shorthand

ψεpω, xq :“ x` χε ˝ τxpωq ´ χεpωq. (6.5)

The definition implies the so called cocycle property

@x, y P Zd : ψε

`

τxpωq, y
˘

“ ψεpω, x` yq ´ ψεpω, xq (6.6)

which permits us to summarize the above as

Xn “ X0 `
“

χεpωq ´ χε ˝ τXnpωq
‰

`

„ n´1
ÿ

k“0

εχε ˝ τXkpωq



`Mpεq
n , (6.7)

where

Mpεq
n :“

n
ÿ

k“1

„

ψε

`

τXk´1pωq, Xk ´ Xk´1
˘

´ E0
ω

´

ψε

`

τXk´1pωq, Xk ´ Xk´1
˘

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Fk´1

¯



. (6.8)

As before, Mpεq
n is a martingale with bounded increments.
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At the first sight, (6.7) might seem to be no better than (4.18) because we still have an
additive functional of the Markov chain on the right-hand side. However, unlike (4.18),
we now have a parameter to play with. Kipnis and Varadhan [42] utilized this by taking
the limit ε Ó 0 and showing that

εχε
L2
ÝÑ
εÓ0

0 ^ χε ˝ τx ´ χε
L2
ÝÑ
εÓ0

χp¨, xq, (6.9)

where the L2 limits are relative to the underlying probability space on environments
(weighted by the conductances in the latter case) and χp¨, xq is a function on Ω defined
hereby. The pesky sum on the right of (6.7) then disappears and we get

Xn “ X0 ´ χpω, Xnq `Mn, (6.10)

where Mn is obtained by replacing ψεpω, xq by ψpω, xq :“ x` χpω, xq in (6.8). Unfortu-
nately, the reduction offered by the limit comes with a cost: n ÞÑ χpω, Xnq is no nonger
bounded and a proof of a CLT-scaling requires control of its growth. See Section 2.1.

6.2 The new idea.

The main novelty of our approach is that we keep ε ą 0 fixed and, instead of worrying
about the growth of the corrector, we argue that, under the diffusive scaling of space and
time, the sum

řn´1
k“0 εχε ˝ τXkpωq is small with high probability once ε is small. This will

be achieved by another martingale approximation but this time localized to a finite box
of size r which will be kept fixed but large on a diffusive scale.

Recall the notation Lω from (5.7) for the generator of the random walk in the physical
space. Given r ě 1, ε ą 0, ω P Ω and χε as in (6.2), let θr,ε : Zd Ñ Rd be the solution of

Lωθr,εpω, xq “ εχε ˝ τxpωq if x P Λr,

θr,εpω, xq “ 0 if x R Λr.
(6.11)

This is uniquely solvable because, thanks to all the conductances being positive, Lω is
invertible on the space of functions that vanish outside Λr. Recalling our notation HΛ
for the first exit time of X from Λ, the same calculations as before show

n^HΛr
ÿ

k“1

εχε ˝ τXk´1pωq “ θr,εpω, X0q ´ θr,εpω, Xn^HΛr
q ` ĂMpr,εq

n , (6.12)

where

ĂMpr,εq
n :“

n^HΛr
ÿ

k“1

´

θr,εpω, Xkq ´ E0
ω

`

θr,εpω, Xkq
ˇ

ˇFk´1
˘

¯

. (6.13)

Note that, since we are not using the “massive” Poisson equation to define θr,ε, we are
not just repeating the step from (4.18) to (6.7). In particular, no additive functional of the
Markov chain arises on the right of (6.12).

Besides the invertibility of Lω, another reason for using zero boundary conditions is
that the terms on the right of (6.12) can be controlled using the Dirichlet form associated
with θr,ε. The technical tool needed for the first term is the Sobolev inequality (which
works best under zero boundary conditions) combined with heat-kernel estimates. As
these are formulated for continuous time, we will have to work with that as well.
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Lemma 6.1 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11) and let t ÞÑ Nptq be the rate-1 Poisson process indepen-
dent of X. For all ω P Ωp,q there is c11pωq P p0,8q such that for all δ ą 0, r ě 1 and t ě 1,

P0
ω

´

ˇ

ˇθr,εpω, XNptqq
ˇ

ˇ

2 ą δr ^ HΛr ą Nptq
¯

ď c11pωq
rd

td{2

„

1
δ

x∇θr,ε, ∇θr,εy
1{2
`2pEpΛrq,cq

rd{2

1´1{p

,
(6.14)

where | ¨ |2 is the Euclidean norm in Rd and where we have suppressed the argument ω of θr,ε in
the inner product (which is defined in (5.18); see also Remark 5.3).

Proof. Fix p, q ą 1 so that (1.11) holds. Recalling our notation Yt for the process XNptq and
writing HΛpYq for the exit time thereof, for each λ ą 0 the probability in the statement
is bounded by

P0
ω

´

πωpYtq ąλ ^ HΛrpYq ą t
¯

` P0
ω

´

ˇ

ˇθr,εpω, Ytq
ˇ

ˇ

2 ą δr ^ πωpYtq ď λ ^ HΛrpYq ą t
¯

.
(6.15)

The Markov inequality now bounds this further by

1
λp´1

ÿ

xPΛr

P0
ωpYt “ xqπωpxqp´1 `

1
δ

ÿ

xPΛr

P0
ωpYt “ xq1tπωpxqďλu

|θr,εpω, xq|2
r

. (6.16)

Whenever ω P Ωp,q, Proposition 3.3 gives P0
ωpYt “ xq ď c1pωqt´d{2πωpxq for some c1

depending on ω and parameters p, q. Since πωpxqp is bounded by a p, d-dependent
constant times

ř

y : px,yqPEpZdq cωpx, yqp, the containment ω P Ωp,q implies that the the first
sum in (6.16) is at most c1pωqrd{td{2 uniformly in r ě 1 and t ě 1.

For the second sum the heat-kernel bound combined with the restriction on πωpxq im-
plies P0

ωpYt “ xq ď c1pωqλt´d{2 for each term under the sum. The `1-Sobolev inequality
(see, e.g., [22, Lemma 2.1]) in turn gives

ÿ

xPΛr

|θr,εpω, xq|2
r

ď cpdq
ÿ

px,yqPEpΛrq

ˇ

ˇ θr,εpx, ωq ´ θr,εpy, ωq
ˇ

ˇ

2, (6.17)

where cpdq is a d-dependent constant and where the triangle inequality was also used to
simply the norm on the right-hand side. Invoking the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the
last sum is further bounded by

ˆ

ÿ

px,yqPEpΛrq

cωpx, yq´1
˙1{2

x∇θr,ε, ∇θr,εy
1{2
`2pEpΛrq,cq

. (6.18)

Since ω P Ωp,q with q ě 1, the sum in the first term is at most an ω-dependent constant
times rd, uniformly in r ě 1.

Combining the above estimates, the quantity in (6.16) is at most

c2pωq
rd

td{2

„

1
λp´1 `

λ

δ

x∇θr,ε, ∇θr,εy
1{2
`2pEpΛrq,cq

rd{2



, (6.19)
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where c2pωq dominates various constants mentioned above. The claim now follows by
noting that infλą0rλ

1´p ` λas ď 2a1´1{p. �

Lemma 6.2 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11) and let t ÞÑ Nptq be a rate-1 Poisson process independent
of X. For each ω P Ωp,q there exists c12pωq P p0,8q such that for all r ě 1 and 1 ď s ď t,

E0
ω

´

ˇ

ˇĂMpr,εq
Nptq ´

ĂMpr,εq
Npsq

ˇ

ˇ

2
2

¯

ď c12pωq
t

sd{2 x∇θr,ε, ∇θr,εy`2pEpΛrq,cq. (6.20)

Proof. Let us drop the superscript pr, εq from ĂM for the duration of this proof. Note that
t ÞÑ ĂMNptq is a continuous-time martingale with quadratic variation

xĂMNp¨qyt “

ż t

0
DpXNpuqq1tHΛrąNpuqudu, (6.21)

where

Dpxq :“ Ex
ω

ˆ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
θr,εpω, X1q ´ E0

ω

`

θr,εpω, X1q
˘

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

2

˙

. (6.22)

Hence we get

E0
ω

´

ˇ

ˇĂMNptq ´
ĂMNpsq

ˇ

ˇ

2
2

¯

“

ż t

s
E0

ω

`

DpYuq1tHΛr pYqąuu
˘

du

ď

ż t

s

ÿ

xPΛr

DpxqP0
ωpYu “ xqdu,

(6.23)

where we dropped the event HΛrpYq ą u after restricting the sum to x P Λr.
We will now estimate the integrand in (6.23). First, subtracting θr,εpω, xq from both

occurrences of θr,εpω, X1q in (6.22), the inequality pa` bq2 ď 2a2 ` 2b2 shows

Dpxq ď 4
ÿ

y : px,yqPEpΛrq

Pωpx, yq
ˇ

ˇθr,εpω, yq ´ θr,εpω, xq
ˇ

ˇ

2
2. (6.24)

The heat-kernel bound P0
ωpYu “ xq ď c1pωqu´d{2πωpxq from Proposition 3.3 along with

the fact that u ě s throughout the integration domain then dominates (6.23) by

4c1pωq
t

sd{2

ÿ

xPΛr

πωpxq
ÿ

y : px,yqPEpΛrq

Pωpx, yq
ˇ

ˇθr,εpω, yq ´ θr,εpω, xq
ˇ

ˇ

2
2. (6.25)

The claim now follows from the fact that πωpxqPωpx, yq “ cωpx, yq. �

We can now combine the above bounds into:

Lemma 6.3 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11) and let t ÞÑ Nptq be a rate-1 Poisson process independent
of X. Then for all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q,

lim
δÓ0

lim sup
εÓ0

lim sup
tÑ8

P0
ω

˜

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Nptq
ÿ

k“Npδtq`1

εχε ˝ τXk´1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
ą δ
?

t

¸

“ 0. (6.26)
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Proof. Fix δ P p0, 1q small and set r :“
a

t{δ. (We will however continue omitting the
superscript pr, εq from ĂM.) In light of the representation (6.12), the probability in the
statement is bounded by

P0
ω

`

HΛr ď Nptq
˘

` P0
ω

´

|θr,εpXNpδtqq|2 ą
1
3 δ
?

t ^ HΛr ą Npδtq
¯

` P0
ω

´

|θr,εpXNptqq|2 ą
1
3 δ
?

t ^ HΛr ą Nptq
¯

` P0
ω

´

|ĂMNptq ´
ĂMNpδtq|2 ą

1
3 δ
?

t
¯

.

(6.27)

Abbreviating

Qr,ε :“
1
rd x∇θr,ε, ∇θr,εy`2pEpΛrq,cq, (6.28)

Proposition 3.5 (with α :“ 1 and σ :“ 1) and Lemmas 6.1–6.2 along with the Chebyshev
inequality bound (6.27) by

c̃1
t
r2 ` 2c11

rd

td{2
1

δd{2

“

3δ´1Qr,ε
‰1´1{p

` c12
9

δ2t
t

pδtqd{2
rdQr,ε, (6.29)

provided that r ě R0. (We have suppressed the ω-dependence of c̃1, c11 and c12.) Plugging
in for r, this further simplifies into

c̃1δ` 6c11δ´pd`1´1{pqQ1´1{p
r,ε ` 9c12δ´pd`2qQr,ε. (6.30)

Our strategy is to prove that Qr,ε Ñ 0 as r Ñ8 followed by ε Ó 0.
Note that the definition of θr,ε gives

x∇θr,ε, ∇θr,εy`2pEpΛrq,cq “ xθr,ε, p´Lωqθr,εy`2pΛr ,πωq

“ xθr,ε, εχε ˝ τy`2pΛr ,πωq

“
@

εχε ˝ τ, p´Lωq
´1
Λr

εχε ˝ τ
D

`2pΛr ,πωq
.

(6.31)

Since ei ¨ pεχεq “ ∇‹cv for vpωq :“ ei `∇pei ¨ χεqpωq, Theorem 5.1 shows

Qr,ε ÝÑrÑ8

@

εχε, p´Lq´1εχε

D

L2pQωq
. (6.32)

where the inner product also entails contraction (via dot product) of the indices of the
vector valued functions χε on both sides. Writing µV for the spectral measure of ´L
associated with (vector valued) function V, the definition of χε in (6.3) yields

@

εχε, p´Lq´1εχε

D

L2pQωq
“

ż

r0,2s

´ ε

ε` λ

¯2 1
λ

µVpdλq. (6.33)

Lemma 5.2 and the fact that ei ¨V “ πp0q´1∇‹pcvq for vp¨q :“ ei along with the Spectral
Theorem show

ş

λ´1µVpdλq ă 8. The integral in (6.33) then vanishes in the limit ε Ó 0
by the Dominated Convergence Theorem. Using this in (6.30), the limes superior as ε Ó 0
in (6.26) is at most c̃1δ. Taking δ Ó 0 gives the claim. �

We are now finally ready to give:
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The stated properties of Ω‹ have already been shown in Propo-
sition 3.2, so all we have to do is to prove an IIP. The one-dimensional case has been
settled in Section 4.2 so we may assume d ě 2. Here Proposition 3.8 gives tightness and
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so it suffices to prove convergence of finite-dimensional distributions. This amounts to
proving that for all m ě 1 natural, all 0 ă t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tm real and all ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q
for some p, q ą 1 satisfying (1.11),

the law of
´

Bpnqt1
´ Bpnqt0

, . . . , Bpnqtm
´ Bpnqtm´1

¯

on Rd under P0
ω (6.34)

tends, as n Ñ8, weakly to the law of independent d-dimensional normals
´

N
`

0, pt1 ´ t0qΣ
˘

, . . .N
`

0, ptm ´ tm´1qΣ
˘

¯

(6.35)

for some (ω-dependent) covariance Σ. Here t0 ą 0 may be assumed thanks to the estab-
lished tightness of Bpnq and the fact that Bpnq0 “ 0 P0

ω-a.s.
Let Yt :“ XNptq denote, for N being a rate-1 Poisson process independent of X, the con-

tinuous time version of X. We start by noting that the tightness of processes tBpnq : n ě 1u
along with Nptnq{n Ñ t in probability shows

Bpnqt ´ n´1{2Ynt ÝÑnÑ8
0 in P0

ω-probability (6.36)

and so it suffices to prove (6.34–6.35) with t ÞÑ Bpnqt replaced by t ÞÑ n´1{2Ynt. Next recall
the representation (6.7) written, for k ď n, in the form

Xn “ Xk `
“

χε ˝ τXkpωq ´ χε ˝ τXnpωq
‰

`

„ n´1
ÿ

j“k

εχε ˝ τXjpωq



` pMpεq
n ´Mpεq

k q. (6.37)

Given any η ą 0 and any 0 ă t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tm, Lemma 6.3 and the fact that χε is bounded
(for ε ą 0 fixed) then show that

P0
ω

ˆ

max
k“1,...,m

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
pYntk ´Ynδq ´

`

Mpεq
Npntkq

´Mpεq
Npnδq

˘

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
ą η

?
n
˙

ÝÑ 0 (6.38)

in the limit as n Ñ 8 followed by ε Ó 0 and by δ Ó 0. In particular, it suffices to prove
(6.34–6.35) with t ÞÑ Bpnqt replaced by t ÞÑ n´1{2Mpεq

Nptq in the limit n Ñ 8 and ε Ó 0. (The

fact that the law of X, and thus also Bpnq, has no dependence on ε means that the ε Ó 0
limit must exist once n Ñ8 does. But we will prove this anyway.)

Returning to the discrete-time process, recall that n ÞÑ Mpεq
n is an Rd-valued martin-

gale with bounded increments. For each a P Rd, the Markov property of X along with
the cocycle condition (6.6) give

E0
ω

`

ra ¨ pMpεq
k ´Mpεq

k´1qs
2 ˇ
ˇFk´1

˘

“ f ˝ τXk´1pωq (6.39)

for
f pωq :“ E0

ω

`

ra ¨ ψεpω, X1qs
2˘ (6.40)

where ψε is as in (6.5). Since f P CbpΩq and ω P Ω‹ XΩp,q for p, q ą 1 obeying (1.11),
Theorem 4.1 implies

1
n

n
ÿ

k“1

E0
ω

`

ra ¨ pMpεq
k ´Mpεq

k´1qs
2 ˇ
ˇFk´1

˘ P0
ω
ÝÑ
nÑ8

a ¨ Σpεqa (6.41)
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with Σpεq defined by

@a P Rd : a ¨ Σpεqa “ EQω
E0

ω

`

ra ¨ ψεpω, X1qs
2˘. (6.42)

As Mpεq has bounded increments, this verifies the conditions of the Martingale Func-
tional CLT which then shows that t ÞÑ n´1{2Mpεq

nt tends in law to Brownian motion with
covariance Σpεq. The fact that Npntq{n Ñ t in probability as n Ñ 8 then extends the
same conclusion to t ÞÑ n´1{2Mpεq

Nptq.
We now readily verify that

EQω
E0

ω

`

ra ¨ ψεpω, X1qs
2˘ “ 2

@

a`∇pa ¨ χεq, cpa`∇pa ¨ χεqq
D

L2pQω ,Rdq
. (6.43)

In light of (6.9), this converges as ε Ó 0. That the limit admits the representation (1.12)
is checked similarly as in the proof of the one-dimensional result. Hence we get the
pointwise convergence Σpεq Ñ Σ and that of finite dimensional distributions as well.
This completes the proof of our main theorem. �

7. EXIT TIME ESTIMATE

Here we give the proof of the exit time estimate from Proposition 3.5. We follow the
approach of Biskup, Chen, Kumagai and Wang [19] whose main idea is to localize the
effect of disordered environment to a finite box and thus embed the problem into a
uniform setting to which general theory applies.

Given R ě 1, set

cR
ωpeq :“

#

cωpeq, if e P EpΛ2Rq,
1, else,

(7.1)

and let

πR
ωpxq :“

$

’

&

’

%

πωpxq, if x P Λ2R,
1` πωpxq, if x P Λ4R r Λ2R,
1, else.

(7.2)

For f : Zd Ñ R with finite support, let

DR
ωp f , f q :“

ÿ

px,yqPEpZdq

cR
ωpx, yq

“

f pyq ´ f pxq
‰2 (7.3)

be the Dirichlet form of f associated with the localized conductances. Write } ¨ }`ppµq for
the `p-norm on Zd relative to measure µ. The starting point is the following Nash-type
inequality:

Proposition 7.1 Let d ě 2 and fix p, q P p d
2 ,8q satisfying (1.11). Then

ε :“ 2
´2

d
´

1
p
´

1
q

¯´d´ 2
d

`
1
q

¯´1
P
`

0, 4
d´2

˘

(7.4)

and for each ω P Ωp,q there is c1pωq P p0,8q such that

} f }2`2`εpπR
ωq
ď c1pωq

´

R2´ dε
2`ε DR

ωp f , f q ` R´
dε

2`ε } f }2`2pπR
ωq

¯

(7.5)
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holds for all f P `2pπR
ωq.

This is, more or less, a restatement of [19, Proposition 3.3]. The proof of this proceeds
by combining (via a mollifier technique) the conclusions of two Sobolev inequalities,
one for functions supported in Λ8R and the other for those supported outside ΛR. These
can found in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 of [19], respectively. The constant c1pωq depends only
on the spatial dimension d, the parameters p and q and the suprema in the definition
of Ωp,q. The suprema enter the argument via [19, Lemma 3.4].

We will now derive some desired probabilistic consequences of (7.5). For this, let YR

be the continuous-time Markov chain on Zd with conductances cR
ω and speed mea-

sure πR
ω. A simple use of Hölder’s inequality turns (7.5) into

} f }
4 1`ε

2`ε

`2pπR
ωq
ď c1pωq

´

R2´ dε
2`ε DR

ωp f , f q ` R´
dε

2`ε } f }2`2pπR
ωq

¯

} f }
2ε

2`ε

`1pπR
ωq

(7.6)

which is now a proper Nash inequality. By general equivalence between heat-kernel
bounds and Nash inequalities proved in Carlen, Kusuoka and Stroock [28, Theorem (2.1)],
the Nash inequality of the form (for d1 ą 0 real)

} f }2`4{d1
2 ď A

´

Dp f , f q ` δ} f }22
¯

} f }4{d
1

1 (7.7)

yields a uniform bound on the heat kernel by pd1A{tqd
1{2e

1
2 δt. (Our Dirichlet form is nor-

malized differently than in [28], so we adjusted the statement from [28, Theorem (2.1)]
accordingly.) Using this in (7.5) yields

Px
ωpY

R
t “ yq ď c2pωqR´d

´ t
R2

¯´ 2`ε
ε

e
1
2 tR´2

πR
ωpyq, (7.8)

where c2pωq is simple function of c1pωq; see [19, Lemma 3.7].
Another argument from [28] based on the so called Davies method [31] upgrades (7.8)

to the following off-diagonal bound:

Proposition 7.2 Let d ě 2 and fix p, q P p d
2 ,8q satisfying (1.11) and let ε P p0, 4

d´2q be as
in (7.4). For each κ P p0, 1s and ω P Ωp,q there exists c3pωq P p0,8q such that

Px
ωpY

R
t “ yq ď c3pωqR´d

´ t
R2

¯´ 2`ε
ε

exp
ˆ

´
|x´ y|1

5κR
log

ˆ

R2

t

˙˙

πR
ωpyq (7.9)

holds for all R ě 1 with κR ě 1, all t P p0, R2q and all x, y P Zd.

This is a restatement of [19, Proposition 3.8] except that we keep the ω dependence in
the prefactor c3pωqwhich is a function of the previous ω-dependent constants and κ, but
not of R, t, x or y. The reason for requiring κR ě 1 is that [19] deals primarily with walks
that can take arbitrarily long jumps; the value κR is then a cutoff for jumps of “small’
size. With Proposition 7.2 in hand, we are ready to give:
Proof of Proposition 3.5. We proceed as in the proof of [19, Proposition 3.9] with the main
computation actually drawn from [19, Lemma 3.10]. Let d ě 2 and assume p, q ą d{2
obey (1.11). Noting that the probability in question is non-decreasing in σ, assume that
σ P p0, 1{2q. Then fix α ą 0 and ω P Ωp,q. Most of the proof is carried out for the
process YR; we will return to X only in the very last step.
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For each R ě 1 and n ě 1, denote An,Rpxq :“ ty P Zd : nR ď |y|1 ď pn` 1qRu. Then
any κ P p0, 1s, the bound (7.9) gives

Px
ω

`

YR
t R ΛσRpxq

˘

ď c3pωqR´d
´ t

R2

¯´ 2`ε
ε

ÿ

ně1

e´
σ
5κ logpR2{tqn

ÿ

yPAn,σRpxq

πωpyq (7.10)

for all R ě 1 with κR ě 1, and all t P p0, R2q and all x, y P Zd. Assuming t ď R2{3
to ensure that logpR2{tq ě 1, note that for x P ΛR, we have An,σRpxq Ď ΛR`pn`1qσR Ď

Λpn`2qR and |Λpn`2qR| ď 5dpn` 2qdRd. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then gives

Px
ω

`

YR
t R ΛσRpxq

˘

ď c4pωq
´ t

R2

¯´ 2`ε
ε
´

ÿ

ně1

e´
σ
5κ logpR2{tqn

¯1{2
, (7.11)

where

c4pωq :“ 5dc3pωq
´

ÿ

rě1

pr` 2q2de´
σ
5κ logpR2{tqr

¯1{2
sup
ně1

1
|Λn|

ÿ

yPΛn

πωpyq. (7.12)

Bounding the geometric series in (7.11) under the assumption that κ{σ is so small that
e´

σ
5κ logpR2{tq ď 1{2 shows

Px
ω

`

YR
t R ΛσRpxq

˘

ď c5pωq
´

3
t

R2

¯
σ

10κ´
2`ε

ε
, (7.13)

where c5pωq “ mint1,
?

2 c4pωqu and where we assumed the exponent to be positive.
The factor 3 ensures that the bound holds with no restrictions on t relative to R. In the
rest of the proof, we also assume that

σ

10κ
´

2` ε

ε
ą α (7.14)

which is achieved by choosing κ small enough. The restriction κR ě 1 then forces us to
assume that R ě R0 :“ κ´1.

Denote τ̃Λ :“ inftt ě 0 : Yt R Λu and τ̃R
Λ :“ inftt ě 0 : YR

t R Λu. Since the processes Y
and YR have the same law until the first exit time from ΛR, from σ ă 1{2 we get

Px
ω

`

H̃Λ2σRpxq ď t
˘

“ Px
ω

`

τ̃R
Λ2σR

pxq ď t
˘

ď Px
ω

`

Y2t R Λ4σRpxq
˘

` Px
ω

´

Y2t P ΛσRpxq ^ τ̃R
Λ2σR2

pxq ď t
¯

.
(7.15)

The first probability is estimated directly from (7.13) while for the second we invoke the
strong Markov property at time τ̃R

Λ2σR2
pxq to bound it by

max
zPBΛ

σR2
sup

0ăsďt
Pz

ω

`

Y2t´s R ΛσRpzq
˘

(7.16)

where BΛ is the set of vertices in Λc that have an edge to Λ and where we noticed that
ΛσR2pxq XΛσR2pzq “ H for all z P BΛ2σR2 . The probability is now estimated via (7.13)
as well, uniformly in z. Using the definition of Y via X and an independent Poisson
process t ÞÑ Nptqwe get

Px
ω

`

H̃Λ2σRpxq ď 2t
˘

ě P
`

Np2tq ą t
˘

Px
ω

`

HΛ2σRpxq ď t
˘

(7.17)
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the claim (3.32) follows by relabeling σ and t and noting that the first probability on the
right is uniformly positive for t ě 1. (There is nothing to prove for t ă 1.) �

8. EXTENSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

We will close this paper by a discussion of open problems and extensions that naturally
arise from this work. Let us first address the limitations of the present setting.

8.1 Beyond moment conditions and ergodicity.

We believe that, just as in the results based on stochastic homogenization (particularly,
references [6] and [19]), the moment conditions expressed by (1.11) are likely artifacts of
the method of proof. In fact, we will go as far as to pose:

Conjecture 8.1 In all d ě 1, an IIP holds for all ω P Ω‹ X
Ť

p,qą1 Ωp,q.

Note that, in spite of some temptation to the contrary, we do not not include Ω1,1. This is
because the L1pP0

ωq-convergence in Theorem 4.1 is not automatic under Pω-integrability
of f alone. (Note that, even in the stochastic seting, this calls for the use of the Dominated
Ergodic Theorem that needs f to be in at least L log L instead of just L1. This matters at
times; see [20, Remark 3.3] or [17, Lemma 2.6].)

Requiring the containment in
Ť

p,qą1 Ωp,q is natural as without the first moment con-
ditions we may lose tightness and/or non-degeneracy of the limiting process (see again
Barlow, Burdzy and Timár [12] or the examples in Biskup [18]). Unfortunately, except
in d “ 1, 2 the status of the conjecture is not clear even for samples from ergodic mea-
sures, let alone generic members of Ω‹.

Since we are at the limits where an IIP can be expected, the reader may wonder
whether the assumption of ergodicity of ω (defined by ergodicity of Pω) is necessary
for an IIP to hold. It seems reasonable to ask:

Problem 8.2 Characterize the averaging non-ergodic ω P Ω, or at least a “robust” subset
thereof, for which an IIP provably holds.

It is clear that the lack of ergodicity for averaging ω is tantamount to ω being dom-
inated by large regions where averaging does take place but with limit values that de-
pend on the region. An approximate IIP likely holds in each of these regions but whether
(and how) these average out overall remains unclear.

8.2 Random walk in subdomains of Zd.

As was pointed out by Jean-Dominique Deuschel, the proofs of our main result seem to
generalize to the situation when the underlying environment may change with the time
scale of the walk. This should upgrade the main result to the form:

Theorem 8.3 Let p, q ą 1 obey (1.11) and let tωnuně1 be a sequence of environments from Ω
such that the following holds:

(1) supně1 n´d ř
ePEpΛnq

cωnpeqp ă 8,
(2) supně1 n´d ř

ePEpΛnq
cωnpeq´q ă 8,
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(3) @ f P ClocpΩq D`p f q P R@δ ą 0 :

lim
nÑ8

1
|Λδ

?
n|

ÿ

xPΛδ
?

n

f ˝ τxpωnq “ `p f q, (8.1)

(4) the probability measure P on pΩ,Fq defined implicitly by @ f P ClocpΩq : EPp f q “ `p f q is
ergodic w.r.t. translations.

Then, as n Ñ 8, the law of t ÞÑ Bpnqt under P0
ωn

tends to that of a centered Brownian motion
with a non-degenerate covariance structure.

Note that the environments tωnuně1 are static. All that we allow is that the walk at time
scale n sees a different environment than that on time scale n` 1.

A situation where such an n-dependent setting is useful is the random walk confined
to subdomains of Zd. Examples of these are half-spaces, quarter spaces, etc, which are
domains of the form

V :“
 

px1, . . . , xdq P Zd : x1, . . . , xd1 ě 0
(

(8.2)

for naturals d1, d2 ě 1 such that d “ d1 ` d2. The Markov chain then moves as before
inside V except that the moves outside V are suppressed.

For stochastic environments, including supercritical bond percolation, an IIP has been
proved for these geometries by Chen, Croydon and Kumagai [29]. The conclusion is that
the resulting Brownian motion (still with covariance structure determined by full-space
homogenization) now reflects on the boundaries of

 

px1, . . . , xdq P Rd : x1, . . . , xd1 ě 0
(

. (8.3)

A problem is that, while the environment ω is kept fixed relative to V, the initial state
of the walk is allowed to “slide off” to infinity inside V at the diffusive scale; i.e., along
points zn :“ tz

?
nu for some z in the set (8.3). Thus, even the control of the walk until

its first hit of the boundary of V requires proving a so called arbitrary starting point ver-
sion of a Quenched Invariance Principle, i.e., one for environments ωn :“ τznpωq. The
relevance of this problem was first pointed out by Rhodes [60].

Theorem 8.3 accommodates for these situations because the reflection can be imitated
by extending the environment in EpVq to all of EpZdq via reflections in planes of the form
´1

2 ei ` tpx1, . . . , xdq : xi “ 0u where i “ 1, . . . , d1. The corresponding full-space random
walk in the reflected environment then coincides with the random walk in V. As soon
as Theorem 8.3 shows that the former scales to Brownian motion B, the walk in V scales
to the reflected version of B. (For the walk started from the origin, this in fact follows
already from Theorem 1.5.)

The reflection tricks are slick and informative but we feel that the current approach
has the potential to solve the problem in more general domains as well:

Problem 8.4 Construct a “large” set Ω1 Ď Ω such that, for each ω P Ω1, each bounded
Lipschitz domain D Ď Rd and each z P D, the law of Bn under environment ω of the walk
started from zn :“ tz

?
nu and reflected on the boundary of Dn :“ tx P Zd : x{

?
n P Du scales

to a reflected Brownian motion in D started from z.
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Here the attribute “large” again refers to the property that Ω1 is translation invariant
and of full mass under all ergodic laws on the conductances. We expect that all that will
ultimately be needed is that the condition in Definition 1.2 be upgraded to sequences of
volumes of the form tznu`Λn, for z P Rd. We may in fact even consider the situation
that the limit measure then depends on z. This would allow for inclusion of spatially
modulated environments.

8.3 Long-range and time-dependent walks.

Throughout this work we have confined ourselves to models with nearest-neighbor
jumps. However, the idea to take on this problem was partially inspired by recent joint
work of the author with X. Chen, T. Kumagai and J. Wang [19] that studied walks with
jumps of arbitrary size. Based on this work, we believe in:

Conjecture 8.5 Let d ě 2 and p, q ą d{2 be such that 1{p` 1{q ă 2{d. Then an IIP holds
for random walk among long-range conductance configurations tcpx, yq “ cpy, xq : x, y P Zdu

that are averaging and ergodic (in spirit of Definitions 1.2 and 1.4) and obey

sup
ně1

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

´

ÿ

yPZd

cpx, yq|y´ x|2
¯p
ă 8 (8.4)

and

sup
ně1

1
|Λn|

ÿ

px,yqPEpΛnq

cpx, yq´q ă 8. (8.5)

Here EpΛq is the set of nearest-neighbor edges incident with Λ. (We require nearest-neighbor
conductances to be strictly positive.)

We find this worthwhile because the setting includes models of long-range percolation
(superimposed on already connected Zd). However, unlike the stochastic setting, the
above allows for zero-density modifications of the environment and so, in particular, for
spatially inhomogeneous truncation of long jumps. Our hope is that this may perhaps
help us eventually overcome the obstructions posed by the lack of everywhere sublin-
earity of the corrector; cf [19, Theorem 2.5].

Another area where our approach should be applicable are continuous time random
walks in time dependent environments. This particularly concerns the variable-speed
model with the generator

Lt f pxq “
ÿ

y : px,yqPEpZdq

atpx, yq
“

f pyq ´ f pxq
‰

, (8.6)

where t ÞÑ atpeq is, for each edge e, a positive function on R. Here the work of Andres [2]
and later Andres, Chiarini, Deuschel and Slowik [4] shows that an IIP holds for a.e.
sample from a space-time ergodic random environment subject to a variant of the p,q-
condition. We take a bold step and pose:

Conjecture 8.6 Let d ě 2 and assume that for each e P EpZdq, we are given a locally
Lebesgue integrable function t ÞÑ atpeq P p0,8q. Writing τt,x for the space-time shift acting
as rτt,xpaqsspy, zq “ at`spy` x, z` xq, suppose that t, e ÞÑ atpeq is averaging in the sense that
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for each bounded and continuous function f on the space of environments,

lim
nÑ8

1
n2

ż n2

0

1
|Λn|

ÿ

xPΛn

f ˝ τt,xpaqdt exists, (8.7)

the law P defined from these limits as in Proposition 1.3 is ergodic under space-time translations
and, in addition,

sup
ně1

1
nd`2

ż n2

0

ÿ

ePEpΛnq

atpeqp dt ă 8 (8.8)

and

sup
ně1

1
nd`2

ż n2

0

ÿ

ePEpΛnq

atpeq´q dt ă 8 (8.9)

hold for for some p, q ą 1 satisfying

1
p´ 1

`
1

qpp´ 1q
`

1
q
ă

2
d

. (8.10)

Then an IIP holds for the continuous-time Markov chain on Zd with generator (8.6).

The reason why we find condition (8.10), which is exactly that of [4], reasonable is be-
cause this is also the condition under which a local CLT holds in stochastic context (An-
dres, Chiarini and Slowik [5]). An important difference from our problem is that the ran-
dom walk with generator (8.6) is generally not reversible. Due to the time dependence,
the question is non-trivial even in d “ 1 (see Deuschel and Slowik [34], Biskup [18] and
Biskup and Pan [23]).

8.4 Quantitative theory.

As discussed in Section 2.1, a great deal of progress has been made in recent years on
quantitative versions of stochastic homogenization. While the present work aims at an
extreme end of qualitative theory, there is potentially a new perspective on quantitative
homogenization as well, this time focused on deterministic environments.

Problem 8.7 Given a specific polynomial rate of convergence in (1.6), derive a rate of conver-
gence in (4.4) or even in the IIP. Work under uniform ellipticity if convenient.

We note that quantitative stochastic homogenization results exist even in non-elliptic set-
tings such as the random walk on the supercritical percolation cluster (e.g., Armstrong
and Dario [8] and Dario [30]). A quantitative theory might in fact be the right way to
tackle degenerate situations represented by Ω :“ t0, 1uEpZdq which contains the random
walk on percolation clusters.

An inherent part of both qualitative and quantitative homogenization is control of the
corrector χ. For i.i.d. environments, χ oscillates quite heavily with the overall fluctuation
structure close to that of the Gaussian Free Field (see Mourrat and Otto [56], Mourrat
and Nolen [54], Gu and Mourrat [40]). This indicates that the dependence of χ on the
conductances is likely too irregular to make it defined for all configurations for which
an IIP holds. The following problem has been on the author’s bucket list for a while:
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Problem 8.8 Find a “large” subset Ω‹‹ of Ω‹ such that the corrector is well defined and (rea-
sonably) “well behaved” for all ω P Ω‹‹.

Here the word “large” definitely includes the attribute that Ω‹‹ is F -measurable and of
full measure under each ergodic law of the conductances. The attribute “well behaved”
in turn refers to the properties relevant for the use of the corrector; e.g., sublinearity at
large separations.

8.5 Other transition mechanisms.

The final direction we find worthy of exploring concerns different transition mecha-
nisms of the Markov chain. While the question “what deterministic choices of the tran-
sition probabilities lead to the usual behavior” applies in full generality of random walks
in random environment, we will focus mainly on one recently studied case.

A balanced random walk is a Markov chain on Zd whose transition probability satisfies
the symmetry requirement

@x, z P Zd : Ppx, x` zq “ Ppx, x´ zq. (8.11)

Typically, we also assume that there exists a finite set Λ Ď Zd of “full dimensionality”
such that Ppx, x ` zq “ 0 unless z P Λ. Under this condition, the Markov chain X is a
martingale with bounded increments and so an IIP will hold as soon as we verify the
conditions of the Martingale Functional CLT. This boils down to a proof of averaging for
the “point of view of the particle” (i.e., an analogue of Theorem 4.1).

The stochastic approach proceeds by constructing an invariant measure Q for the
“point of view of the particle” and proving that Q is equivalent to the a priori law of the
environment; the desired averaging then follows from the Ergodic Theorem (in time).
This approach was pioneered by Lawler [49] in uniformly elliptic cases and extended
beyond uniform ellipticity by Guo and Zeitouni [41] under suitable moment conditions
and by Berger and Deuschel [16], who even allow degenerate P.

We believe that progress can made for deterministic uniformly elliptic environments
(where ω represents the collection tPpx, x ` zq : x P Zd, z P Λu). Here Mustapha [58]
proved the existence and uniqueness of a function mω : Zd Ñ r0,8q solving L‹mω “ 0,
where L :“ P´ 1, subject to the normalization mωp0q “ 1. In addition, he also claims a
uniform heat-kernel bound of the form

P0pXn “ xq ď
c1

mωpΛ?nq
e´c2|x|2{n mωpxq, (8.12)

where mωpAq :“
ř

xPA mωpxq. With this in hand, the proof of an IIP boils down to prov-
ing that, for ω uniformly elliptic, averaging and ergodic (again, in spirit of Definitions 1.2
and 1.4), there exists a probability measure Qω on pΩ,Fq such that

f P CbpΩq :
1

mωpΛrq

ÿ

xPΛn

mωpxq f ˝ τxpωq ÝÑnÑ8
EQω

p f q (8.13)

and

@ f P CbpΩq : EQω
p f q “ 0 ñ lim inf

εÓ0
EQω

´

ε
ˇ

ˇpε´Lq´1 f
ˇ

ˇ

¯

“ 0, (8.14)
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where L is the generator of the chain from the “point of view of the particle.” Indeed,
these are exactly the conditions that make the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 available.

Another recently studied transition mechanism is that of doubly stochastic or div-free
environments. These are exactly those environments for which the a priori translation-
invariant law remains stationary for the “point of view of the particle.” (The conduc-
tance models are thus special cases of this.) An early work on an IIP the case of such envi-
ronments that admit a bounded cycle representation is that of Deuschel and Kösters [33].
A more general approach based on a technical H´1-condition has been developed by
Tóth [62] (drawing on Kozma and Tóth [46]).

Unfortunately, the H´1-condition seems difficult to verify so, while extending these
results to a “deterministic” setting seems a valuable task, the likely first cases to try are
those admitting a bounded cycle decomposition.
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